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Introduction
This memoir is devoted to the interplay between two dierent mathemat-
ical objects: spaces of Dirichlet series and the sequence space cesp.
Several spaces of Dirichlet series have been studied in recent years. Heden-
malm, Lindqvist and Seip dened in [34] the Hilbert space of Dirichlet series,
H, consisting of all Dirichlet series
f(s) :=
1X
n=1
ann
 s; s 2 C;
with square summable coecients. They used it for solving a problem dis-
cussed by Beurling on complete sequences in the space L2(0; 1). Due to the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, each f 2 H denes an analytic function on the
vertical half-plane C1=2 := fs 2 C : <(s) > 1=2g. The space H becomes a
Banach space of analytic functions on C1=2 when endowed with the norm
kfkH := k(an)1n=1k`2 ; f 2 H:
The Hardy spaces of Dirichlet series Hp, for 1  p < 1, were introduced
by Bayart in [10]. They are analogous, in some sense, to the classical Hardy
spaces Hp(D) on the unit disc D of the complex plane. Namely, Hp is the
completion of the space of Dirichlet polynomials P (s) :=
PN
n=1 ann
 s for the
norm
kPkHp :=

lim
T!1
1
2T
Z T
 T
jP (it)jpdt
1=p
:
The space H corresponds to Hp for p = 2. In [44], McCarthy considered the
weighted Hilbert spaces of Dirichlet series
H :=

f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s :
1X
n=2
janj2(log n)  <1

;
for  > 0, endowed with the norm
kfkH := k(an(log n) =2)1n=2k`2 ; f 2 H:
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More recently, Bailleul and Lefevre have studied certain classes of Bergman-
type spaces of Dirichlet series, A p and B
p, for 1  p <1, [8]. Also, another
type of weighted Hilbert spaces of Dirichlet series D, for  > 0, has been
considered by Bailleul and Brevig in [7]. It is noticeable that the spaces H,
Hp, H, A p ,Bp, D are all Banach spaces of analytic functions on the vertical
half-plane C1=2.
A particularly dicult and deep feature of Dirichlet series is their product.
The pointwise product f(s)g(s) of two Dirichlet series f(s) =P1n=1 ann s and
g(s) =
P1
n=1 bnn
 s is the Dirichlet series h(s) =
P1
n=1 cnn
 s whose coecients
c = (cn)
1
n=1 are given by the Dirichlet convolution c := a  b of the sequences
a = (an)
1
n=1 and b = (bn)
1
n=1, that is,
cn = (a  b)n :=
X
kjn
akbn
k
; n  1;
where kjn denotes that k is a divisor of n.
Given a space E of Dirichlet series converging on a common vertical half-
plane C, a multiplier on E is an analytic function f on C with the property
that fg 2 E for every g 2 E . The multiplier algebra of E is the space of all
multipliers on E ; we denote it byM(E). Note thatM(E)  E whenever 1 2 E .
Neither of the spaces H, Hp, H, A p , Bp, D is closed under multiplication,
hence a relevant question is to identify their multiplier algebras. Hedenmalm,
Lindqvist and Seip identied the multiplier algebraM of the Hilbert space of
Dirichlet series H proving that
M = H1;
where H1 is the algebra of bounded analytic functions on C0 which can be
represented as a Dirichlet series in some vertical half-plane, [34, Theorem
3.1]. This identication was a key step in solving the Beurling's question on
complete sequences. It turns out that for all the spaces Hp, H, A p , Bp, D,
the multiplier algebra is also the algebra H1; [10, Theorem 7], [44, Theorem
1.11] [4, Theorem 10.1 and Theorem 11.21], [7, Theorem 3].
We now turn to the sequence space cesp. For 1 < p <1, Hardy's inequal-
ity,
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jakj
p
<

p
p  1
p 1X
n=1
janjp;
[32, Theorem 326], established the boundedness on `p of the Cesaro averaging
operator C, dened by
a = (an)
1
n=1 7 ! C(a) :=

1
n
nX
k=1
ak
1
n=1
:
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The Cesaro sequence space cesp is dened, in a natural way, as
cesp :=
(
(an)
1
n=1 2 CN :
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jakj
p
<1
)
:
It is a linear space which becomes a Banach space under the norm
k(an)1n=1kcesp :=
 1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jakj
p!1=p
; (an)
1
n=1 2 cesp:
Hardy's inequality shows that `p is continuously contained in cesp. The con-
tention is proper since cesp contains sequences with arbitrarily large terms;
this is an important feature of cesp that will be detailed in Section 2.1 below.
The space cesp has been thoroughly studied by G. Bennett, [14].
In this work we study the Cesaro space of Dirichlet series H(cesp), for
1 < p < 1, consisting of all Dirichlet series whose sequence of coecients
belongs to the Cesaro sequence space cesp, that is,
H(cesp) :=
(
f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s : (an)1n=1 2 cesp
)
:
It is a linear space, which becomes a Banach space of Dirichlet series when
endowed with the norm
kfkH(cesp) := k(an)1n=1kcesp =
 1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jakj
p!1=p
; f 2 H(cesp):
The space H(cesp) contains Dirichlet series whose coecients can be arbi-
trarily large (as cesp so does). This fact establishes a technical dierence
for studying H(cesp), when compared with previously considered spaces of
Dirichlet series. We place special emphasis on identifying the multiplier alge-
bra M(H(cesp)) of H(cesp).
After this Introduction and some Notation, the memoir is organized into
four chapters.
Chapter 1 contains preliminary materials and is divided into four sections.
The rst section presents a brief account of the main works devoted to study-
ing Banach spaces of Dirichlet series, since Hedenmalm, Lindqvist and Seip
dened the Hilbert space of Dirichlet series H in their seminal 1997 paper,
[34]. The second section collects basic results regarding Dirichlet series and
their convergence properties. The third section is devoted to briey summa-
rize basic facts about Hardy spaces of analytic functions on the unit disc.
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In the last section we present the notion of Banach lattice of sequences and
its application to spaces of Dirichlet series and to Hardy spaces of analytic
functions on the unit disc.
Chapter 2 deals with the study of the Cesaro space of Dirichlet series
H(cesp), for 1 < p <1. It is organized into four sections. In the rst section
we review the origin, denition and properties of the sequence space cesp.
This space contains sequences with arbitrarily large terms (Example 2.1), al-
though there is control on the growth of the partial sums (Proposition 2.2).
The canonical vectors constitute a well behaved Schauder basis (Proposition
2.9). We present the isomorphic identication of the Banach dual space of
cesp given by Jagers (Theorem 2.5) and the isomorphic identication by given
G. Bennett (Theorem 2.6). In the second section we dene the Cesaro space of
Dirichlet series H(cesp) and study its basic properties. We show the existence
of a well behaved Schauder basis formed by the monomials n s, for n  1
(Proposition 2.10), and we show the approximation of functions in H(cesp)
by partial series obtained by restricting the number of prime numbers in the
prime factorization of the summation indices (Proposition 2.11). We prove
that H(cesp) is a space of analytic functions on the vertical half-plane C1=q,
for 1=p + 1=q = 1, by calculating the convergence and absolute convergence
abscissae (Theorem 2.12), and we study the boundedness of the point evalu-
ation functionals on H(cesp), giving sharp estimates for their norm and the
precise order of growth when the abscissa approaches the critical value 1=q
(Theorem 2.13). For the case p = 2 some additional information is avail-
able on the norm of the point evaluations and on equivalent expressions for
the norm in H(ces2). In the third section we discuss relevant Banach spaces
of Dirichlet series that will appear in the memoir: Ar (consisting of seriesP1
n=1 ann
 s with
P1
n=1 janjn r < 1), A2;r (consisting of series
P1
n=1 ann
 s
with
P1
n=1 janj2n 2r < 1) and H1(Cr) (consisting of Dirichlet series which,
possibly by analytic continuation, are bounded on the vertical half-plane Cr).
We calculate their convergence abscissae and show the boundedness of point
evaluations. We prove that Ar is the solid core of H1(Cr) with respect to the
coecient-wise order (Proposition 2.21) and that Dirichlet series in H1(Cr)
with real coecients where the sign behaves multiplicatively in fact belong
to Ar (Theorem 2.22). The last section exhibits other interesting spaces of
Dirichlet series: H(`p) and H([C; `p]).
In Chapter 3 we look into the multiplier algebra M(H(cesp)) of H(cesp),
that is, the space of all analytic functions f (on some domain containing C1=q)
such that fg 2 H(cesp) for all g 2 H(cesp). The chapter is organized in
four sections. In the rst section we review general results for the multiplier
algebraM(E) of a space E of Dirichlet series. The second section is devoted to
the study of the multiplier algebra of the spaces Ar (for which M(Ar) = Ar)
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and A2;r (for which M(A2;r) = H1(Cr)). We also consider the cases of
M(H(`p)) and M(H([C; `p])). The third section is the main section of the
chapter, where we study M(H(cesp)). We prove that monomials, and hence
Dirichlet polynomials, are multipliers on H(cesp) and calculate their norm as
multipliers (3.4). This allows to deduce that A1=q  M(H(cesp)) (Theorem
3.11 and Proposition 3.3). We prove, via point evaluations, that multipliers
on H(cesp) are bounded functions on the vertical half-plane C1=q (Theorem
3.11 and Proposition 3.2). This last result allows to show that the spaces
A1=q, M(H(cesp)) and H1(C1=q) have the same positive cone and that A1=q
is the solid core of M(H(cesp)), with respect to the coecient-wise order
(Proposition 3.13). A ne use of the abscissae of convergence allows to deduce
that M(H(cesp)) 6= H1(C1=q) (Theorem 3.11). At this stage we know that
the multiplier algebra M(H(cesp)) satises
A1=q M(H(cesp))  H1(C1=q);
and that A1=q is the solid core of M(H(cesp)). The fact that M(H(cesp)) 6=
H1(C1=q) shows a completely dierent situation to that of the multipliers al-
gebras of the previously considered spaces of Dirichlet series, H, Hp, H, A p ,
Bp, D. For these spaces the multiplier algebra is H1. This fact is in accor-
dance and actually follows from the classical result of Schur identifying the
multiplier algebra of the Hardy space H2(D), of all Taylor series with square
summable coecients, with the space H1(D) of bounded analytic functions
on the unit disc D of the complex plane, [47, X p.226]. However, it is note-
worthy that if we consider the space of all Taylor series on the unit disc D
with coecients belonging to cesp, it turns out that its multiplier algebra is
not H1(D) but a rather smaller algebra, namely, the Wiener algebra of all ab-
solutely convergent Taylor series; [24, Theorem 3.1], [25, Theorem 4.1]. This
motivates the conjecture
M(H(cesp)) = A1=q;
that is, multipliers are Dirichlet series f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s satisfying the condi-
tion
P1
n=1 janjn 1=q <1. For establishing the conjecture we rst prove it for
multipliers f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s such that an 6= 0 only if the prime factoriza-
tion of n has primes no other than the rst r primes, p1; p2; : : : ; pr, for a xed
r 2 N (Theorem 3.15). The full identication is proven, with no restriction
on the coecients of the multipliers, in Theorem 3.17. In the last section we
study the existence of compact multipliers (Theorem 3.20) and the sequence
multipliers from H(cesp) into its multiplier algebra M(H(cesp)), that is, we
study how \close" is H(cesp) from M(H(cesp)) (Theorem 3.21).
Chapter 4 is the last one. It contains a brief discussion concerning the
Cesaro averaging operator C. The aim is to study the Cesaro averaging oper-
ator when acting on dierent spaces of Dirichlet series, via its action on the
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sequence of their coecients. Hardy's inequality for p = 2 shows that C maps
H into H boundedly and, moreover, due to the construction of the sequence
space ces2, C maps H(ces2) into H boundedly. What happens, for example,
for the spaces Hp, 1  p < 1, dened by Bayart, in the case when p 6= 2?
For studying this last question (and other similar ones) we present an integral
formula for the action of the Cesaro operator acting on Dirichlet series, (4.5)
and (4.6), analogous to the classical integral formula available for the action
of the Cesaro operator on Taylor series.
Results contained in this memoir are included in the following manuscripts:
 J. Bueno-Contreras, G. P. Curbera, O. Delgado, The Cesaro space of
Dirichlet series and its multiplier algebra, submitted.
 J. Bueno-Contreras, G. P. Curbera, O. Delgado, Multipliers on the
Cesaro space of Dirichlet series, submitted.
Notation
Throughout all the memoir we consider 1 < p < 1, unless explicitly
stated, and denote by q its conjugate index, that is, 1=p+ 1=q = 1.
We write N for the set of the natural numbers N := f1; 2; : : :g. As usual,
R and C denote the elds of real and complex numbers, respectively. Given
a complex number z 2 C, its real part is written as <(z) and its imaginary
part as =(z). For  2 R, the vertical half-plane at the abscissa  is denoted
by C := fz 2 C : <(z) > g and its closure by C := fz 2 C : <(z)  g.
The unit disc of the complex plane is D := fz 2 C : jzj < 1g, and the unit
circle is T := fz 2 C : jzj = 1g.
The set of all sequences (an)
1
n=1 of real numbers is denoted by RN, and
by CN if the numbers are complex. The sequence of canonical vectors (ek)1k=1
is formed by the vectors ek whose coordinates are all zero except for the k-
th coordinate which is one. The innite-dimensional polydisc is written as
D1 := fz = (z1; z2; : : :) : zj 2 D for all j 2 Ng, and the innite-dimensional
torus as T1 := fz = (z1; z2; : : :) : zj 2 T for all j 2 Ng.
The sign function sgn is dened by sgn(x) := 1; 0; 1 according to x >
0; x = 0; x < 0. For k; n 2 N we write kjn whenever k is a divisor on n.
The integer part of x 2 R, the largest integer which does no exceed x, will be
denoted by bxc.
The Riemann zeta function  is given by (s) =
P1
n=1 n
 s for s 2 C1. The
constant function on C with value one is denoted by 1.
Let 1  p < 1. As usual, `p denotes the Banach space of sequences
(an)
1
n=1 2 CN such that k(an)1n=1kp`p :=
P1
n=1 janjp < 1, endowed with the
norm k  k`p . The Banach space of all bounded complex sequences is denoted
by `1 and k(an)1n=1k`1 := supn1 janj for (an)1n=1 2 `1. The closed subspace
of `1 consisting of all sequences converging to zero is written as c0. Given
a positive measure  on a set 
, the space Lp(
) is the Banach space of all
(-a.e. classes of) measurable complex valued functions f dened on 
 such
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that kfkpLp(
) :=
R


jf(!)jp d(!) < 1, endowed with the norm k  kLp(
).
The measurable functions which are bounded -a.e. form the Banach space
L1(
), which is endowed with the norm kfkL1(
) := ess sup!2
 jf(!)j.
Chapter 1
Preliminaries
This preliminary chapter is divided into four sections. The rst section
presents a brief account of the main works devoted to studying Banach spaces
of Dirichlet series, since Hedenmalm, Lindqvist and Seip dened the Hilbert
space of Dirichlet series H in their seminal 1997 paper, [34]. The second
section collects basic results regarding Dirichlet series and their convergence
properties. The third section is devoted to briey summarize basic facts about
Hardy spaces of analytic functions on the unit disc. In the last section we
present the notion of Banach lattice of sequences and its application to spaces
of Dirichlet series and to Hardy spaces of analytic functions on the unit disc.
1.1 The study of Banach spaces of Dirichlet
series
Although Dirichlet series (1.2) have been studied since the 19th century,
function spaces consisting of Dirichlet series have not been considered until
very recent times. The rst spaces of this type were introduced in 1997 by
Hedenmalm, Lindqvist and Seip in order to study some completeness problems
in Hilbert spaces, [34]. More precisely, the initial motivation for the study of
these spaces was the following problem: for every ' 2 L2(0; 1), which can
be extended in a natural way to R as a 2-periodic odd function, denote by
'n 2 L2(0; 1) the dilated function of ' given by
'n(x) := '(nx); n 2 N:
The only function ' whose dilated system ('n)
1
n=1 forms an orthonormal basis
for L2(0; 1) is '(x) :=
p
2 sin(x). The question is: for which other functions
15
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' its dilated system forms a weaker type of basis? They focused on nd-
ing conditions under which the system ('n)
1
n=1 is a Riesz basis, that is, it is
complete in L2(0; 1) and there exist positive constants A and B such that
A
 1X
n=1
jcnj2
1=2

 1X
n=1
cn'n

L2(0;1)
 B
 1X
n=1
jcnj2
1=2
for every (cn)
1
n=1 2 `2. The original question was proposed by Beurling and
involves only completeness, [15]. He pointed out a possible way to study this
problem consisting in the use of appropriated Dirichlet series. Considering the
orthonormal basis (
p
2 sin(nx))1n=1 of L
2(0; 1), the function ' can be written
as
'(x) =
1X
n=1
an
p
2 sin(nx);
1X
n=1
janj2 <1;
and then it can be associated to the Dirichlet series
S'(s) :=
1X
n=1
ann
 s:
Through this approach, Hedenmalm, Lindqvist and Seip found a simple char-
acterization of Riesz basis. They also considered the problem of only com-
pleteness and gave equivalent cyclicity conditions, but they are not so ne.
Theorem 1.1 (Hedenmalm, Lindqvist, Seip). The dilated system ('n)
1
n=1 is
a Riesz basis if and only if both S' and 1=S' are bounded analytic functions
on the vertical half-plane C0.
The spaces of Dirichlet series initially introduced in [34] as part of the
solution to the Riesz basis problem were H and H1. The space H is the
space of all Dirichlet series with square-summable coecients, that is,
H :=

f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s :
1X
n=1
janj2 <1

:
Considering the inner product of two series in H as the inner product of their
coecient sequences as elements of `2, we have that H is a Hilbert space with
norm
kfkH :=
 1X
n=1
janj2
1=2
; f 2 H:
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that
1X
n=1
anns
   1X
n=1
janj2
1=2 1X
n=1
1
n2<(s)
1=2
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and so every f 2 H converges absolutely in the vertical half-plane C1=2. Then,
H is a space of analytic functions on C1=2, which is in fact an optimal domain
(see Proposition 2.23.(a)).
The space H1 consists of all Dirichlet series convergent at some point,
which dene, possibly through analytic continuation, a bounded analytic func-
tion on the vertical half-plane C0. This space turns out to be a Banach space
under the norm
kfkH1 := sup
s2C0
jf(s)j; f 2 H1
(see [45, Theorem 6.2.1]). Although the denition of H1 does not require
convergence in all C0 of the Dirichlet series associated to a function f 2 H1,
this actually happens due to the boundedness and analyticity of f and the
application of a Bohr's theorem (see Theorem 1.15).
Theorem 1.2. For every f 2 H1, the associated Dirichlet series of f con-
verges uniformly in each vertical half-plane C with  > 0.
As a consequence of the previous theorem and the Carlson's identity [22]
a rst connection between the spaces H and H1 is found.
Theorem 1.3. For every f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 H1 and  > 0, it follows that
1X
n=1
janj2n 2 = lim
T!1
1
2T
Z T
 T
jf(+ it)j2dt  kfk2H1
In particular, H1  H continuously with kfkH  kfkH1 for f 2 H1.
The relationship between H and H1 is actually deeper than the inclusion
stated above, involving the concept of multiplier. A multiplier on H is an
analytic function f on C1=2 such that fg 2 H for every g 2 H. One of the
main results in [34] states that the space M of all multipliers on H coincides
with H1; in fact, after this result, Theorem 1.1 is proved for S' and 1=S'
belonging to M.
Theorem 1.4 (Hedenmalm, Lindqvist, Seip). The equality M = H1 holds
with
kfkM := sup
g2H
kgkH1
kfgkH = kfkH1 ; f 2M:
Note that each f 2 M denes a bounded multiplication operator on H
and kfkM is just its operator norm. Even more, M is a closed subspace of
the space of all bounded linear operators on H (see Proposition 3.1).
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Theorem 1.4 is the analogous of Schur's result which identies the multi-
pliers on the Hardy space H2(D) (see Theorem 1.24). Indeed, althoug there
are other proofs (see [45, Section 6.4.3]), the original one by Hedenmalm,
Lindqvist and Seip is based on the identication of the spaces H and H1
with suitable Hardy spaces of analytic functions. The identication is made
through a technique known as the Bohr's lift which was introduced by Bohr
in [18].
Consider a Dirichlet series f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s. The fundamental theorem
of arithmetic guarantees that each n 2 N can be written, in an unique way, as
n = p11 p
2
2 : : : p
k
k ;
where (pr)
1
r=1 is the sequence of the prime numbers written in increasing order
and r  0. Then
f(s) =
1X
n=1
an(p
1
1 p
2
2 : : : p
k
k )
 s =
1X
n=1
an(p
 s
1 )
1(p s2 )
2 : : : (p sk )
k :
By thinking of the prime powers p si as independent variables zi, the series f
can be considered as a power series in innite variables:
D(f) :=
1X
n=1
anz
1
1 z
2
2 : : : z
k
k : (1.1)
Note that zi 2 D whenever s 2 C0. One of the key points in the proof
of Theorem 1.4, and probably the hardest to prove, is that the Bohr's lift
establishes an isometric isomorphism between H, H1 and the Hardy spaces
on the innite-dimensional polydisk H2(D1), H1(D1), respectively. After
this, the problem is reduced to proving that M(H2(D1)) = H1(D1).
In 2002, as a generalization of H, Bayart introduced the Hardy spaces of
Dirichlet series Hp, for 1  p <1, [10] and [11]. Since the norm of the Hardy
space Hp(D) is obtained by integration over circles approaching the unit circle
(see Section 1.3), to obtain the analogous for Dirichlet series whose domains
are vertical half-planes, it seems natural to integrate on vertical lines, just
as it is done in Theorem 1.3. For P belonging to the space P of Dirichlet
polynomials
PN
n=1 ann
 s, set
kPkHp :=

lim
T!1
1
2T
Z T
 T
jP (it)jpdt
1=p
:
The space Hp is dened as the completion of P under the norm k  kHp .
Using the Bohr's lift, Bayart proved that Hp is a Banach space isometrically
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isomorphic to the Hardy space on the innite-dimensional polycircle Hp(T1)
as dened in [23] by Cole and Gamelin. After this, the following properties are
obtained for Hp: each function in Hp can be represented by a Dirichlet series,
Hp is a space of analytic functions on C1=2 (which is a maximal domain) and
the point evaluation s0 at a point s0 2 C1=2 is bounded on Hp with norm
ks0k = (2<(s0))1=p. Moreover, the Hardy space H2 is just the Hilbert space
H and Theorem 1.4 is extended to Hp.
Theorem 1.5 (Bayart). The space of multipliers on Hp coincides isometri-
cally with H1.
More recently, in 2014, Aleman, Olsen and Saksman proved other impor-
tant result: for 1 < p <1, the sequence of monomials (n s)1n=1 is a Schauder
basis of Hp, [1]. This means that the partial sums of a Dirichlet series f 2 Hp
converges to f in Hp.
In 2004, McCarthy studied the weighted Hilbert spaces
Hw :=

f(s) =
1X
n=n0
ann
 s :
1X
n=n0
janj2wn <1

;
where n0 2 N and w = (wn)1n=n0 is a sequence of positive numbers, [44]. These
spaces are Banach spaces with norm
kfkHw :=
 1X
n=n0
janj2wn
1=2
:
Of course, H is a particular case obtained for w = (1)1n=1. The sequence of
weights w must be dened in a particular way to ensure a good behavior of
Hw as a space of Dirichlet series: let  be a positive Radon measure on [0;1)
such that 0 is in the support of  andZ 1
0
n 20 d() <1:
Then the weights in w are taken as
wn :=
Z 1
0
n 2d(); n  n0:
For this w, the space Hw is a space of analytic functions on C1=2, which is an
optimal domain, and again the same result is obtain for its multiplier algebra,
although in this time McCarthy shows a dierent proof without Bohr's lift.
Theorem 1.6 (McCarthy). The space of multipliers on Hw coincides iso-
metrically with H1.
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Of particular relevance is the space Hw obtained for the measure  given
by d() = 2 () 1 1d with  > 0. In this case w = ((log n) )1n=2
produces the space
H :=

f(s) =
1X
n=2
ann
 s :
1X
n=2
janj2(log n)  <1

:
In 2015, Bailleul and Lefevre introduced two Bergman-type spaces of
Dirichlet series, A p and B
p, for 1  p < 1, [8]. For the construcction of
A p , they consider a probability measure  on (0;1) such that 0 is in the
support of , and for P belonging to the space P of Dirichlet polynomials,
dene
kPkA p :=
Z 1
0
kPkpHp d()
1=p
;
where P 2 P is given by P(s) = P (s + ) for s 2 C. Then, they take the
space A p as the completion of P under the norm kkA p . Note that A 2 = Hw
for w = (
R1
0
n 2d())1n=1.
For the spaceBp, Bailleul and Lefevre consider the measure A = 

  
on the innite-dimensional polydisk D1, where  is the normalized Lebesgue
measure on D, and for P 2 P , dene
kPkBp :=
Z
D1
jD(P )jpdA
1=p
;
where D(P ) is the analytic polynomial associated to P via (1.1). Then, Bp
is the completion of P with respect to the norm k  kBp .
Both A p and B
p turn out to be spaces of analytic functions on C1=2 which
actually are Dirichlet series. Bailleul found in his thesis [4] the same result for
the multiplier algebras of these spaces.
Theorem 1.7 (Bailleul). The space of multipliers on A p and the space of
multipliers on Bp coincide isometrically with H1.
A year later, Bailleul and Brevig considered the weighted Hilbert space
D :=

f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s :
1X
n=1
janj2
[d(n)]
<1

:
where  2 R and d(n) denotes the number of divisors of the integer n, [7].
Endowed with the norm
kfkD =
 1X
n=1
janj2
[d(n)]
1=2
;
D is a Banach space of analytic functions on C1=2.
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Theorem 1.8 (Bailleul, Brevig). For  > 0, the space of multipliers on D
coincide isometrically with H1.
Athough we focus our attention on the multiplier algebra, there are other
important issues studied for spaces of Dirichlet series, as for instance the
composition operator. In 1999, Gordon and Hedenmalm proposed and solved
the following problem, [29]: for which analytic functions  : C1=2 ! C1=2 does
the composition operator C : f ! C(f) = f   dene a bounded operator
from H into itself? They gave the following characterization for such a .
Theorem 1.9 (Gordon-Hedenmalm). An analytic function  : C1=2 ! C1=2
denes a bounded composition operator C : H ! H if and only if
(a) (s) = c0s + '(s) with c0 2 N [ f0g and ' being Dirichlet series con-
verging at some point, and
(b)  has an analytic extension to C0, also denoted by , such that
(i) (C0)  C0 if c0 6= 0, and
(ii) (C0)  C1=2 if c0 = 0.
Similar results have been obtained for composition operators on Hp [10],
A p [5], B
p, D and H [7]. Several properties as compactness or invertibility
have also been studied in these and other papers, see [11], [12], [28], [13], [6],
[4].
1.2 Dirichlet series
We include in this section a summary of basic results regarding Dirichlet
series and their convergence properties. There are excellent works for further
and detailed study of the subject:
 H. Bohr's doctoral dissertation, Bidrag til de Dirichletske Rkkers The-
ori (Contributions to the Theory of Dirichlet Series), 1910, [17].
 The classical book by G. H. Hardy and M. Riesz, The General Theory of
Dirichlet's Series, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1915, [33],
 Chapter IX of the book by E. C. Titchmarsh, The Theory of Functions,
Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1932, [49].
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 Chapter 11 of the book by T. M. Apostol Introduction to Analytic Num-
ber Theory, Springer-Verlag, New York-Heidelberg, 1976, [2].
 The recent book by H. Queelec and M. Queelec Diophantine Approxi-
mation and Dirichlet Series, Hindustan Book Agency, New Delhi, 2013,
[45].
A Dirichlet series is a series of the form
f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s; (1.2)
where a = (an)
1
n=1 is a given complex sequence, and s is a complex variable.
In this work we will write s =  + it, following Riemann's notation, where
 = <(s) and t = =(s) are real numbers.
These series are not of such importance in general analysis as power series
since they only represent a very special class of analytic functions. They are,
however, of great relevance in the applications of analysis to number theory.
As their name implies, they were rst introduced by P. G. Lejeune Dirichlet
(his given name was Peter Gustav, and Lejeune Dirichlet was his surname)
as part of the proof of his classical theorem on arithmetic progressions [42].
Dirichlet considered only real values for the variable s. Dirichlet series were
later used by Hadamard, [30], and De la Vallee-Poussin, [26], in their proofs
for the Prime Number Theorem.
According to Hardy, [33, p.1]:
The rst theorems involving complex values of s are due to Jensen,
who determined the nature of the region of convergence of the gene-
ral series; and the rst attempt to construct a systematic theory of
the function f(s) was made by Cahen in a memoir which, although
much of the analysis which it contains is open to serious criticism,
has served{and possibly just for that reason{as the starting point
of most of the later researches in the subject.
Apart from the work by Jensen [38, 39] and Cahen [21], other ideas and results
regarding the convergence theory of Dirichlet series can be found in the earlier
works of Dedekind [43], Kronecker [40] and Stieltjes [48].
The theory of Dirichlet series is more complicated than the theory of power
series. Indeed, one of the simplest power series is
P1
n=0 z
n (all coecients equal
to one) which converges absolutely on the unit disc and can be analytically
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extended to Cnf1g, while the corresponding Dirichlet series isP1n=1 n s which
denes the Riemann zeta function!
Great dierences appear in the matter of convergence regions. Power series
are convergent in open discs (unless their radius of convergence is equal to 0),
where they are absolutely convergent. The function dened by the series
is bounded and the partial sums converge uniformly to the function on any
smaller disc with the same center. The natural regions of convergence for
Dirichlet series are vertical half-planes instead of discs and, unlike the case
of power series, the behaviour previously described may occur in dierent
vertical half-planes.
Theorem 1.10 (Jensen's lemma). If a Dirichlet series is convergent for s =
s0, then it is uniformly convergent on each cone
SC =

s : 0  js  s0j<(s  s0)  C

; C  1:
From now on, for  2 R, we will denote by C the vertical half-plane
C := fs 2 C : <(s) > g:
An immediate consequence of the previous theorem is that any Dirichlet series
convergent at some point s0 = 0 + it0 2 C is actually convergent in all the
vertical half-plane C0 , where it denes an analytic function. The following
theorem directly involves convergence on vertical half-planes, although it's
only pointwise convergence.
Theorem 1.11 (Bohr). Given a Dirichlet series
P1
n=1 ann
 s, denote its par-
tial sums by SN(s) =
PN
n=1 ann
 s. If the sequence fSN(s0)g1N=1 is bounded
for some s0 2 C, then the series is convergent in the vertical half-plane
<(s) > <(s0).
Taking the previous results into account, it makes sense to dene the ab-
scissa of convergence of a Dirichlet series f as
c(f) = inf f : the series (1.2) converges in Cg :
The existence of this abscissa was rst noticed by Jensen in [38]. This number
may be +1 if the series is nowhere convergent, or  1 if the series converges
in the whole complex plane. Hence,
(a) The series (1.2) is convergent and denes an analytic function in Cc(f).
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(b) The series (1.2) is divergent in the vertical half-plane <(s) < c(f).
The line <(s) = c(f) is known as the boundary of convergence of f . Not
much can be said about the convergence of a series on that line since it may
converge or diverge in the whole line, or be convergent in some points and
divergent in the rest. Note that the existence of some s0 2 C such that the
partial sums
PN
n=1 ann
 s0 are bounded but not convergent, can only occur for
points on the boundary of convergence.
Theorem 1.12 (Cahen). Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s be a Dirichlet series. If
there exist s0 2 C and K > 0 such that jann s0 j  K for all n 2 N, then the
series converges absolutely in the vertical half-plane C0+1, where 0 = <(s0).
The previous result shows us that a somewhere convergent Dirichlet series
is absolutely convergent in all vertical half-planes C for  big enough. This
inspires the denition of the abscissa of absolute convergence:
a(f) = inf f : the series (1.2) converges absolutely in Cg :
Clearly c(f)  a(f) and f converges absolutely in the vertical half-plane
<(s) > a(f). Unlike the case of conditional convergence, if a Dirichlet series
converges at any point of its boundary of absolute convergence then it converges
on the whole line. As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, there may
exist a region where the series is convergent but not absolutely convergent.
An example of this is Riemann's alternating zeta function, also known as
Dirichlet's eta function:
(s) =
1X
n=1
( 1)nn s; (1.3)
which is convergent in the vertical half-plane C0 but only converges absolutely
in C1. The natural question about how big is this strip of conditional conver-
gence is answered in the previous theorem: a(f)   c(f)  1. Even more,
the constant 1 cannot be improved, as it is attained in the series (1.3).
Let us denote by D the set of all Dirichlet series that are convergent at
some point; this can be equivalently dened as the set of all Dirichlet series
such that the sequence of its coecients has, at most, a polynomial growth
rate. Indeed, if
P1
n=1 ann
 s0 is convergent then it converges absolutely for
some integer s = N > <(s0) + 1, so jann N j  1 for n big enough, which
immediately implies the polynomial growth of an. The suciency of that
condition is obtained in a similar way.
Just like the case of power series, if an analytic function can be written
as a Dirichlet series such representation is unique, as stated in the following
theorem.
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Theorem 1.13 (Dirichlet-Dedekind). Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s and g(s) =P1
n=1 bnn
 s be in D. If there exists a sequence of complex numbers (sn)1n=1
such that <(sn) ! 1 as n ! 1, and f(sn) = g(sn) for all n 2 N, then the
series
P1
n=1 ann
 s and
P1
n=1 bnn
 s are identical, i.e., we have an = bn for all
n 2 N.
In the case of power series the Cauchy-Hadamard theorem gives us an ex-
pression for the radius of convergence of a series in terms of its coecients. So,
it is natural to look for an analogous expression for the convergence abscissa
of a Dirichlet series. The corresponding formula takes slightly dierent forms
according to whether
P
an is convergent or not.
Theorem 1.14 (Cahen-Titchmarsh). Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s. If
P1
n=1 an
diverges, then
c(f) = lim sup
N!1
log
PN
n=1 an

logN
:
On the other hand, if
P1
n=1 an is a convergent series, we have
c(f) = lim sup
N!1
log
P1
n=N+1 an

logN
:
The formula for the rst case is due to Cahen, [21], and regarding the sec-
ond one, which is much less known, the only reference we have found is Titch-
marsh's book, [49]. Note that, if f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s and g(s) =
P1
n=1 janjn s,
then a(f) = c(g), so
a(f) = lim sup
N!1
log
PN
n=1 janj
logN
if
P1
n=1 janj =1, and
a(f) = lim sup
N!1
log
P1
n=N+1 janj
logN
whenever
P1
n=1 janj <1.
Observe that if a Dirichlet series converges absolutely for some s0 2 C, the
Weierstrass M-test implies its uniform convergence in the vertical half-plane
C0 . Therefore, it makes sense to dene the abscissa of uniform convergence
as
u(f) = inf f : the series (1.2) converges uniformly in Cg ;
and clearly u(f)  a(f).
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Of relevance to us is also the abscissa of regularity and boundedness b(f),
which is the inmum of those  for which the function dened by (1.2) is
analytic and bounded on C, possibly by analytic continuation from a smaller
vertical half-plane. Bohr found that the two previous behaviours actually
happen in the same vertical half-plane, [19].
Theorem 1.15 (Bohr). The identity u(f) = b(f) holds for every f 2 D.
Bohr also found a formula for the abscissa of uniform convergence which
is similar to the previous ones, although it relies on analytic properties of the
function dened by the series, not only on the coecients themselves.
Theorem 1.16 (Bohr). Given a Dirichlet series f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s such
that u(f)  0, let UN := supt2R j
PN
n=1 ann
 itj for N  1. Then
u(f) = lim sup
N!1
logUN
logN
:
The abscissae dened so far satisfy the inequalities
c  u  a;
and the optimality of a   c  1 was easily veried. The question of how
big the gap between u and a can get required a much deeper study. It was
stated by Bohr in 1913 and answered in 1931 by Bohnenblust and Hille, [16].
Theorem 1.17 (Bohnenblust-Hille). The Bohr's constant
sup
f2D
(a(f)  u(f)):
is equal to 1/2.
A recent result shows that there is no gap between the abscissae of absolute
and uniform convergence for certain kinds of Dirichlet series, [20].
Theorem 1.18 (Brevig, Heap). Suppose that the Dirichlet series f(s) =P1
n=1 ann
 s has multiplicative coecients, that is, anm = anam whenever n
and m are coprime. Then a(f) = b(f).
Although we won't use it in this work, it is interesting to mention a fourth
abscissa that does not appear so often in the literature: the holomorphy ab-
scissa h. For a Dirichlet series f , the abscissa h(f) is dened as the inmum
of those  2 R such that the function dened by (1.2) admits an analytic
extension to the vertical half-plane C.
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The holomorphy abscissa highlights another fundamental dierence be-
tween power and Dirichlet series: whereas power series always have a singu-
larity on its circle of convergence, a Dirichlet series may not have any singular
on its boundary of convergence. An example of this is again the alternating
series (1.3), which satises
(s) =
1X
n=1
( 1)nn s = (21 s   1)(s); s 2 C0;
and the right side is actually an entire function, so h() =  1. However,
Dirichlet series with positive coecients are known to always have a singularity
on their convergence boundary, [41].
Theorem 1.19 (Landau). Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 D be such that an  0
for all n 2 N. Then the analytic function dened by f has a singular point in
s = c(f).
As in the case of Fourier series, it is natural to try to recover the coecients
an, or its summatory function A(x) :=
P
nx an, from the behaviour of f on
some line. The corresponding result is Perron's formula.
Theorem 1.20 (Perron-Landau formula). Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 D. Let
 > max f0; a(f)g and x > 1, not an integer. Then:
A(x) =
1
2i
Z +i1
 i1
f(s)
xs
s
ds;
We nish this section with the notion of convergence abscissae for sets
of Dirichlet series. Those abscissae are useful as they give us the optimal
vertical half-planes where the corresponding kinds of convergence occur for
every element in the set. Given a set of Dirichlet series E  D, we dene the
abscissa of convergence of E as
c(E) = sup
f2E
c(f):
The abscissae u(E) and a(E) are analogously dened. Balasubramanian,
Calado, and H. Queelec introduced some related notions of abscissae for
spaces of Dirichlet series in [9].
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1.3 Hardy spaces of analytic functions on the
unit disc
The spaces Hp(D) were introduced by F. Riesz [46], who named them in
honor of Hardy after his work in [31]. The results presented in this section
can be found in the classical text by Duren [27].
Given an analytic function f : D ! C and 0 < r < 1, the integral means
Mp are dened for 1  p  1 by
Mp(r; f) =

1
2
Z 2
0
jf(rei)jpd
1=p
; 1  p <1;
M1(r; f) = max
0<2
jf(rei)j:
The Hardy space Hp(D) consists of all analytic functions f on D such that
kfkHp(D) := sup
0<r<1
Mp(r; f) <1:
It is a Banach space endowed with the norm kkHp(D). Note, by the Maximum
Modulus Principle, that H1(D) is the space of all bounded analytic functions
on the unit disk. Also note that H1(D)  Hp2(D)  Hp1(D) whenever
1  p1  p2  1.
An important property of the functions in Hp(D) is the existence of non-
tangential limits. Let z 2 T. For 0 <  < 1, the nontangential approach
region with vertex z is 
(z) dened as the convex hull of the set D [ fzg,
where D is the open disk of radius  centered at 0. A function F dened on
D is said to have a nontangential limit  at z 2 T if, for each 0 <  < 1,
lim
n!1
F (zn) = 
whenever (zn)
1
n=1 is a sequence that converges to z and lies in 
(z).
Theorem 1.21. Let f 2 Hp(D). Then f has a nontangential limit for almost
every z 2 T. In particular
f (ei) := lim
r!1 
f(rei)
exists for almost every ei 2 T. Even more, the function f  dened in such
way belongs to Lp(T).
The space Hp(T) is dened then as the space of functions in Lp(T) which
are equal (a.e.) to nontangential limits of functions in Hp(D). Considering
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the space Lp(T) with the normalized Lebesgue measure on T and endowing
Hp(T) with the norm of Lp(T), the spaces Hp(D) and Hp(T) are isometrically
isomorphic, as it is implied in the next theorem.
Theorem 1.22. For f 2 Hp(D), the following holds
lim
r!1 
Z 2
0
jf(rei)jpd =
Z 2
0
jf (ei)jpd
when 1  p <1, and, for p =1,
sup
z2D
jf(z)j = ess sup
0<2
jf (ei)j:
The functions of Lp(T) which are in Hp(T) can be characterized through
its Fourier coecients.
Theorem 1.23. Let f 2 Lp(T). Then f belongs to Hp(T) if and only if
f^(n) = 0 for all n < 0, where f^(n) are the Fourier coecients of f .
The case p = 2 is special since for f(z) =
P1
n=0 anz
n 2 H2(D) it follows
that
kfkH2(D) = k(an)1n=0k`2 =
 1X
n=0
janj2
1=2
:
Then H2(D) is actually a Hilbert space, with the inner product of two series
being dened as the `2 product of their coecient sequences.
The following theorem states an important connection between the spaces
H2(D) and H1(D): the space H1(D) coincides isometrically with the multi-
plier algebra of H2(D), [47].
Theorem 1.24 (Schur). Let f be an analytic function on D. Then fg 2
H2(D) for every g 2 H2(D) if and only if f 2 H1(D) and
kfkH1(D) = sup
g2H2(D)
kgkH2(D)1
kfgkH2(D):
1.4 Banach lattices of sequences
Consider the space RN of all sequences a = (an)1n=1 with an 2 R for all
n  1. The coordinate-wise order on RN is the partial order  dened, for
a = (an)
1
n=1 and b = (bn)
1
n=1, by
a  b precisely when an  bn for all n  1:
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Given a; b 2 RN, the supremum and the inmum of a and b are, respectively,
a _ b = (maxfan; bng)1n=1; a ^ b = (minfan; bng)1n=1:
The modulus of a 2 RN is jaj = a _ ( a) = (janj)1n=1.
A real Banach sequence space is a linear subspace E  RN endowed with
a complete norm k  kE. We say that E is a real Banach lattice (of sequences)
if, in addition, it satises that
(1) a _ b; a ^ b 2 E for every a; b 2 E, and
(2) kakE  kbkE whenever a; b 2 E with jaj  jbj (monotony of the norm).
It follows that kakE = k jaj kE for all a 2 E.
For a subset A  RN, the positive cone of A is the set A+ of all a 2 A
such that a  0, that is, an  0 for all n  1. The set A is solid (for the
coordinate-wise order) if the condition a; b 2 RN with a 2 A and jbj  jaj
implies that b 2 A. The solid core of A is the largest solid linear subspace
contained in A.
Consider the space CN of all sequences a = (an)1n=1 with an 2 C for all
n  1. A complex Banach lattice (of sequences) is
EC := E + iE  CN;
where E  RN is a real Banach lattice (of sequences). The modulus of a 2 EC
is taken as jaj := (janj)1n=1, which turns out to be an element of E+. Then, the
norm in EC is dened by kakEC := k jaj kE. For every a; b 2 EC with jaj  jbj
it follows that kakEC  kbkEC .
The positive cone of A  CN is A+ := A \ (RN)+. We say that A is solid
if b 2 A whenever b 2 CN with jbj  jaj and a 2 A. The solid core of A is the
largest solid linear subspace contained in A.
Let a = (an)
1
n=1 and a
m = (amn )
1
n=1, for m  1, be real sequences. We write
am " a if, for each xed n-th coordinate, the sequence (amn )1m=1 is increasing
and supm1 a
m
n = an. Similarly, a
m # a if, for each xed n-th coordinate, the
sequence (amn )
1
m=1 is decreasing and infm1 a
m
n = an. A complex Banach lattice
of sequences E is said to be order continuous if for every (am)1m=1  E+ such
that am # 0 it follows that limm!1 kamkE = 0.
These notions (lattice, positive cone, solid set, solid core, order continuity)
can be transferred to a space of analytic functions M via the coecient-wise
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order, which is the coordinate-wise order in the sequence space of coecients
of the functions belonging to M . The following two examples are of interest
to us.
Let H(D) be the space of all analytic functions on the unit disc D of the
complex plane. A Banach space of analytic functions on D is a linear subspace
X  H(D) endowed with a complete norm kkX . The coecient-wise order in
X corresponds to the coordinate-wise order in the associated sequence space
bX := (an)1n=1 2 CN : 1X
n=1
anz
n 2 X

:
In a similar way, a Banach space of converging Dirichlet series E is a linear
subspace E  D endowed with a complete norm k  kE . The coecient-wise
order in E corresponds to the coordinate-wise order in the associated sequence
space bE := (an)1n=1 2 CN : 1X
n=1
ann
 s 2 E

;
For matters related to complex Banach lattices, see Section 91 in Chapter
12 of the book Riesz Spaces II by A. C. Zaanen, [51].

Chapter 2
The Cesaro space of Dirichlet
series
This chapter is devoted to the study of the Cesaro space of Dirichlet series
H(cesp), for 1 < p < 1. It is organized into three sections. In the rst
section we review the origin, denition and properties of the sequences space
cesp. This space contains sequences with arbitrarily large terms (Example
2.1), although there is control on the growth of the partial sums (Proposition
2.2). The canonical vectors constitute a well behaved Schauder basis (Propo-
sition 2.9). We present the isomorphic identication of the Banach dual space
given by Jagers (Theorem 2.5) and the isomorphic identication by given G.
Bennett (Theorem 2.6). In the second section we dene the Cesaro space of
Dirichlet series H(cesp) and study its basic properties. We show the existence
of a well behaved Schauder basis formed by the monomials n s, for n  1
(Proposition 2.10), and we show the approximation of functions in H(cesp)
by partial series obtained by restricting the number of prime numbers in the
summation indices (Proposition 2.11). We show that H(cesp) is a space of
analytic functions on the vertical half-plane C1=q, for 1=p + 1=q = 1, by cal-
culating the convergence and absolute convergence abscissae (Theorem 2.12),
and we study the boundedness of the point evaluation functionals on H(cesp),
giving sharp estimates for their norm and the precise order of growth when
the abscissa approaches the critical value 1=q (Theorem 2.13). For the case
p = 2 some additional information is available on the norm of the point eval-
uations and on equivalent expressions for the norm in H(ces2). In the third
section we discuss other Banach spaces of Dirichlet series that will appear in
the memoir: Ar, A2;r and H(Cr). We calculate their convergence abscissae
and prove the boundedness of point evaluations. We prove that Ar is the
solid core of H(Cr) (Proposition 2.21) and that Dirichlet series in H(Cr) with
real coecients where the sign behaves multiplicatively in fact belong to Ar
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(Theorem 2.22). We end exhibiting the spaces of Dirichlet series H(`p) and
H([C; `p]).
2.1 The Cesaro sequence space cesp
The Cesaro sequence space cesp was rst introduced in 1968 when the
Dutch Mathematical Society proposed the identication of its dual space as
a prize problem, [50]. Jagers solved the problem in a more general context,
and gave an explicit isometric identication of the dual space, [37]. In 1996,
G. Bennett made a thorough study of the spaces cesp in the memoire entitled
\Factorizing the Classical Inequalities", [14]. Astashkin and Maligranda have
also studied these spaces, see, for example, [3], and the references therein.
For 1 < p <1, the Cesaro sequence space cesp is dened as
cesp :=
(
x = (xn)
1
n=1 2 CN :
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jxkj
p
<1
)
:
It is a linear space which becomes a Banach space under the norm
kxkcesp :=
 1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jxkj
p!1=p
; x 2 cesp:
Note that 1 < p1  p2 <1 implies cesp1  cesp2 .
The space cesp arises in a natural way from Hardy's inequality,
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jxkj
p
<

p
p  1
p 1X
n=1
jxnjp;
[32, Theorem 326], which establishes the boundedness on `p of the Cesaro
averaging operator C dened by
x = (xn)
1
n=1 7 ! C(x) :=
 
1
n
nX
k=1
xk
!1
n=1
:
Hardy's inequality shows that `p is continuously contained in cesp. The
averaging process appearing in the denition of cesp \softens" the growth of
sequences, allowing some unbounded sequences to belong to cesp. In fact, cesp
contains sequences with arbitrarily large terms.
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Example 2.1. Given any complex sequence a = (am)
1
m=1 and an increasing
sequence of natural numbers 1 < N1 < N2 < : : :, dene
xk :=

am if k = Nm
0 otherwise
:
It is possible to choose a sequence (Nk)
1
k=1 so that x = (xk)
1
k=1 belongs to
cesp. Indeed, from the denition of x it follows that
Nm+1 1X
k=Nm
1
kp
 kX
j=1
jxjj
p
=
Nm+1 1X
k=Nm
1
kp
 mX
i=1
jaij
p

 mX
i=1
jaij
p 1X
k=Nm
1
kp

 mX
i=1
jaij
p
1
p  1 
1
(Nm   1)p 1 :
Taking (Nk)
1
k=1 increasing fast enough, in a way that the last term of the
above inequality is appropriately small, we have that
1X
m=1
1
kp
 kX
j=1
jxjj
p
=
1X
m=1
Nm+1 1X
k=Nm
1
kp
 kX
j=1
jxjj
p
<1:
The previous example is specially interesting when the sequence a is not
bounded, showing us that the space cesp is much larger than `
p. Nevertheless
there is still some control on the growth of the partial sums of elements in
cesp, as the next result shows, [25, Proposition 2.3(iii)]. We include a proof
for completeness. Recall that we denote by q the conjugate exponent of p.
Proposition 2.2 (Curbera, Ricker). If (xn)
1
n=1 2 cesp then
lim
n!1
1
n1=q
nX
k=1
jxkj = 0:
Proof. We have that
1X
k=n

1
k
kX
j=1
jxjj
p

1X
k=n

1
k
nX
j=1
jxjj
p
=
 nX
j=1
jxjj
pX
kn
1
kp

 nX
j=1
jxjj
p
1
(p  1)np 1 :
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Since the rst term of the above inequality tends to zero when n ! 1 as
(xn)
1
n=1 2 cesp, it follows that
lim
n!1
1
np 1
 nX
j=1
jxjj
p
= 0:
Raising to the power 1=p, as (p  1)=p = 1=q, we obtain the result.
Jagers studied in [37] a family of spaces more general than cesp, namely
the spaces bp, for 1  p < 1. Given a sequence  = (n)1n=1 of positive
numbers, the space bp associated to  consists of all sequences x = (xn)
1
n=1
satisfying
kxkbp :=
 1X
n=1

n
nX
k=1
jxkj
p!1=p
<1:
The particular case of  = (n 1)1n=1 gives the Cesaro sequence space cesp. It
is immediate that bp = f0g if and only if
P1
n=1 
p
n = 1. Hence, it is natural
to assume that
P1
n=1 
p
n <1. We denote
Bm :=
1X
k=m
pk ; m  1:
The space bp is a Banach space endowed with the norm k  kbp .
Proposition 2.3. For each m  1, the m-th coordinate functional m on bp,
given by m(x) := xm for x = (xn)
1
n=1 2 bp, is bounded and
kmk = B 
1
p
m :
Proof. For every x = (xn)
1
n=1 2 bp we have that
kxkpbp 
1X
n=m

n
nX
k=1
jxkj
p
 jxmjpBm
and so jm(x)j  kxkbpB
  1
p
m , which gives kmk  B 
1
p
m . On the other hand,
note that the canonical vectors (en)1n=1 are included in bp with kenkbp = B
1
p
n .
Then, taking x = em=kemkbp we obtain that B
  1
p
m = jm(x)j  kmk.
General properties of bp are collected in the next proposition, see [37].
Proposition 2.4 (Jagers). The following statements hold:
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(a) For every x = (xn)
1
n=1 2 bp it follows that
PN
n=1 xne
n converges to x
in the norm of bp. In particular, as the m-th coordinate functionals are
continuous, the canonical vectors (en)1n=1 form a Schauder basis.
(b) The dual Banach space bp of bp can be identied with the sequence space(
(un)
1
n=1 2 CN :
1X
n=1
jxnunj <1 for all (xn)1n=1 2 bp
)
; (2.1)
via u 2 bp 7! (u(en))1n=1.
(c) For 1 < p <1, the space bp is reexive.
The space described in (2.1) is known as the Kothe dual space of bp. In
general, the Kothe dual of a Banach sequence space does not coincide with
its dual Banach space. The main result of [37] is the following isometric
characterization of the dual space bp of bp.
Theorem 2.5 (Jagers). For u = (un)
1
n=1 2 c0, adopting the convention u1 =
B1 = 0, set
(a) m(1) := maxfk 2 N [ f1g : jukj = maxj1 jujjg.
(b) For n  1, provided m(n) is dened and nite,
m(n+ 1) := max

k 2 N [ f1g : k > m(n);
jum(n)j   jukj
Bm(n)  Bk = minm(n)<j1
jum(n)j   jujj
Bm(n)  Bj

;
in other case m(n+ 1) is not dened.
(c) D(u) is the set of all k  1 such that m(k) is dened and nite.
(d) For p > 1,
qkuk :=
0@ X
n2D(u)
 jum(n)j   jum(n+1)j
Bm(n)  Bm(n+1)
q  
Bm(n)  Bm(n+1)
1A1=q ;
and for p = 1,
1kuk := sup
n2D(u)
jum(n)j   jum(n+1)j
Bm(n)  Bm(n+1) :
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Dene qd := fu 2 c0 : qkuk <1g. Then bp is isometrically isomorphic to qd
which turns out to be a Banach space with norm qk  k.
It must be noted that although Jagers considered real sequences, all the
results remain valid for complex sequences, as (bp)R := bp \ RN is a solid
real Banach lattice of sequences and so bp is the solid complex Banach lattice
bp = (bp)R + i(bp)R (see Section 1.4 in the Preliminaries).
Observe that the exact calculation of qkuk can be quite involved. For
the particular case of cesp, Bennett gave a simpler, though just isomorphic,
identication of the dual space cesp, [14, p.61]. For 1 < p < 1, consider the
Banach space d(p) consisting of all complex sequences u = (un)
1
n=1 satisfying
kukd(p) :=
 1X
n=1
sup
kn
jukjp
1=p
<1: (2.2)
Given a sequence (un)
1
n=1, the sequence (~un)
1
n=1 dened by
~un := sup
kn
jukj; n  1;
is known as the least decreasing majorant of (un)
1
n=1.
Theorem 2.6 (Bennett). For 1 < p < 1 and 1=p + 1=q = 1, the dual space
cesp of cesp can be identied with the sequence space d(q). The relationship
between their norms is given by
1
q
kukd(q)  kukcesp  (p  1)1=pkukd(q): (2.3)
Regarding equivalent expressions for the norm in cesp, the following is of
interest. The Copson spaces cop(p), for 0 < p <1, dened by
cop(p) :=
(
x = (xk)
1
k=1 2 CN :
1X
n=1
 1X
k=n
jxkj
k
p
<1
)
;
were studied by Bennett in [14]. When p  1, they are Banach sequence
spaces under the norm
kxkcop(p) :=
 1X
n=1
 1X
k=n
jxkj
k
p!1=p
; x 2 cop(p):
Bennett proved, for 1 < p < 1, that cop(p) and cesp are actually the same
set, and gave an equivalence for their norms, [14, x10 and Theorem 10.8].
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Theorem 2.7 (Bennett). For 1 < p <1 we have that cesp = cop(p) and
1
p(p  1)1=p kxkcop(p)  kxkcesp 
p
p  1 kxkcop(p) :
Optimal values for the constants are, for 1 < p  2,
kxkcop(p)  (p  1)1=p kxkcesp ;
and, for 2  p <1,
kxkcesp  (p)1=p kxkcop(p) :
The next equivalence, due to Bennett, [14, Theorem 11.5], is inspired by
a celebrated inequality of Hilbert, [32, Chapter IX], which asserts that
1X
n=1
 1X
k=1
jxkj
n+ k   1
p



sin(=p)
p 1X
k=1
jxkjp
where 1 < p < 1, and the inequality is strict unless xn = 0 for all n. The
space hil(p) is then dened to be the set of all sequences x = (xn)
1
n=1 for which
kxkhil(p) =
 1X
n=1
 1X
k=1
jxkj
n+ k   1
p!1=p
<1:
Theorem 2.8 (Bennett). For 1 < p <1 we have that hil(p) = cesp and
kxkcesp  kxkhil(p) 

q sin(=p)
kxkcesp ;
where the constants are the best possible.
Other properties of the standard basis (en)
1
n=1 were observed in [25, Propo-
sition 2.1].
Proposition 2.9. The sequence of canonical vectors (en)1n=1 is an uncondi-
tional, boundedly complete and shrinking Schauder basis for cesp.
As noted for the spaces bp, the Cesaro space cesp is a solid complex Banach
lattice for the coordinate-wise order. In particular, it satises that given
complex sequences a = (an)
1
n=1 and b = (bn)
1
n=1 such that jbnj  janj for all
n  1, if a 2 cesp then b 2 cesp and kbkcesp  kakcesp . Other important lattice
property of cesp is the order continuity: for every (a
m)1m=1  ces+p such that
am # 0 it follows that kamkcesp ! 0 as m!1. This fact follows (in the same
way as for `p) from applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem to the
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functions fm dened on N by fm(n) = ( 1n
Pn
k=1 a
m
k )
p, where am = (amn )
1
n=1.
Denoting by  the counting measure on N, we have that fm 2 L1() and
kfmkL1() = kamkpcesp for all m  1. Also, we can apply directly the fact that
`p is order continuous. Since cesp is solid, its order continuity can be rewritten
as: for every (am)1m=1  cesp\RN such that am " a and jamj  b for all m  1
with b 2 ces+p it follows that a 2 cesp and am ! a in cesp as m!1.
2.2 The Cesaro space of Dirichlet seriesH(cesp)
For 1 < p < 1, the Cesaro space of Dirichlet series H(cesp) consists of
all Dirichlet series whose sequence of coecients belongs to the Cesaro space
cesp, that is,
H(cesp) :=
(
f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s :
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jakj
p
<1
)
:
It is a linear space which becomes a Banach space of Dirichlet series when
endowed with the norm
kfkH(cesp) :=
 1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jakj
p!1=p
; f 2 H(cesp): (2.4)
Note that 1 < p1  p2 <1 implies H(cesp1)  H(cesp2).
The space H(cesp) inherits many of its functional properties from the se-
quence space cesp, as they are isometrically isomorphic. Since the canonical
vectors fem : m  1g of cesp correspond to the monomials fm s : m  1g in
H(cesp), from Propositions 2.4 and 2.9 we have the following result.
Proposition 2.10. The following statements hold:
(a) For every f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 H(cesp) it follows that the Dirichlet
polynomials
PN
n=1 ann
 s converges to f in the norm of H(cesp). More-
over, from the monotony of the norm of cesp,
kfkH(cesp) = sup
N2N
 NX
n=1
ann
 s

H(cesp)
:
(b) The sequence of monomials fm s : m  1g is an unconditional, bound-
edly complete and shrinking Schauder basis for H(cesp). In particular,
H(cesp) is reexive.
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A further approximation for functions in H(cesp) is possible. Let (pk)1k=1
denote the sequence of the prime numbers written in increasing order. For
r 2 N, let
Nr :=
n
n = p11 p
2
2 : : : p
r
r : 1; : : : ; r  0
o
:
Consider the map Qr dened by
f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s 7! Qr(f) :=
X
n2Nr
ann
 s:
The map Qr is in fact a projection
Qr : H(cesp)! H(cesp):
An remarkable property of the projection Qr is its multiplicativity, namely,
Qr(fg) = Qr(f)Qr(g);
which holds for any pair of Dirichlet series f and g, see [45, p.157].
The order continuity of cesp and the monotony of its norm give the follow-
ing result.
Proposition 2.11. For each f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s in H(cesp) it follows thatP
n2Nr ann
 s converges to f in the norm of H(cesp). Moreover,
kfkH(cesp) = sup
r2N
 X
n2Nr
ann
 s

H(cesp)
:
Since cesp is a solid sequence space for the coordinate-wise order, H(cesp)
is a solid space of Dirichlet series for the coecient-wise order.
We next show that H(cesp) is a Banach space of analytic functions. For
this, we determine the abscissa of convergence and the abscissa of absolute
convergence of H(cesp).
Theorem 2.12. Every Dirichlet series f 2 H(cesp) converges, in fact abso-
lutely, on the vertical half-plane C1=q, where q is the conjugate exponent of p.
Moreover, the value 1=q cannot be improved, that is,
c(H(cesp)) = a(H(cesp)) = 1=q:
Consequently, H(cesp) is a Banach space of analytic functions on C1=q, which
is a maximal domain.
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Proof. Let f 2 H(cesp) with f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s and (an)1n=1 2 cesp. Set
r > 1=q. It follows that
1X
n=1
janj
nr
 r
1X
n=1
janj
1X
k=n
1
kr+1
= r
1X
k=1
1
kr+1
kX
n=1
janj
 r
 1X
k=1
1
krq
!1=q 1X
k=1

1
k
kX
n=1
janj
p!1=p
= r(rq)1=q kfkH(cesp):
Then a(f)  1=q for all f 2 H(cesp) and so a(H(cesp))  1=q.
On the other hand, for r > 1=p set f(s) :=
P1
n=1 n
 (r+s). Note that
f 2 H(cesp) as (n r)1n=1 2 `p  cesp. Since f(s) = (r + s), it follows that
a(f) = 1  r which tends to 1=q as r ! 1=p. Thus, c(H(cesp))  1=q.
The conclusion follows since c(H(cesp))  a(H(cesp)).
We study next the boundedness of the linear functional s0 on H(cesp)
given by evaluation at a point s0 2 C1=q:
f 2 H(cesp) 7! s0(f) := f(s0) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s0 2 C:
Note, for s0 =  + it 2 C1=q and f 2 H(cesp) with f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s, that
the proof of Theorem 2.12 already shows that
js0(f)j 
1X
n=1
janjn   (q)1=qkfkH(cesp):
Thus, s0 belongs to the dual space H(cesp) of H(cesp) with
ks0k  (q)1=q: (2.5)
We provide sharp estimates for the norm ks0k, the precise order of growth
when the abscissa approaches from the right the critical value 1=q, and the
asymptotic value when the abscissa increases to 1. For this we require the
identications of the dual Banach space of cesp given by Jagers and Bennett,
see Theorems 2.5 and 2.6.
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Theorem 2.13. For each s0 =  + it 2 C1=q the linear functional s0 is
bounded on H(cesp), and
1
q
(q)1=q  ks0k  (p  1)1=p(q)1=q:
Moreover, there is a value p, depending only on p, such that ks0k = (p) 1=p
whenever   p.
Proof. Let s0 2 C1=q. For f(s0) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s0 in H(cesp) with (an)1n=1 2
cesp, we write
s0(f) = f(s0) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s0 =
D 
n s0
1
n=1
; (an)
1
n=1
E
cesp
;
where the duality is between (an)
1
n=1 2 cesp and (n s0)1n=1 2 cesp. Thus,
s0 acting on H(cesp) can be identied with the sequence (n s0)1n=1 acting on
cesp. Since H(cesp) and cesp are isometric, we have that the norms of s0 and
(n s0)1n=1 as elements of ces

p are equal. Using Bennett's identication of ces

p
as the space d(q), from (2.3), it follows that
1
q
k(n s0)1n=1kd(q)  ks0k  (p  1)1=pk(n s0)1n=1kd(q):
Note, from (2.2), that for sequences (dn)
1
n=1 such that the sequence (jdnj)1n=1 is
decreasing, we have that (dn)
1
n=1 2 d(q) if and only if (dn)1n=1 2 `q, and in this
case the norms coincide. Consequently, (n s0)1n=1 2 `q and, for s0 =  + it,
k(n s0)1n=1kd(q) = k(n s0)1n=1k`q =
 1X
n=1
1
nq
1=q
= (q)1=q:
In order to prove that ks0k becomes constant when  = <(s0) is su-
ciently large (only depending on p), we require the isometric identication of
cesp proved by Jagers, Theorem 2.5. Namely, for (un)
1
n=1 2 cesp we have
k(un)1n=1kcesp =
0@ X
n2D(u)
 jum(n)j   jum(n+1)j
Bm(n)  Bm(n+1)
q
(Bm(n)  Bm(n+1))
1A1=q :
(2.6)
For (n s0)1n=1 2 cesp, with s0 2 C1=q, we have that
m(1) = maxfk 2 N [ f1g : jk s0 j = max
j1
jj s0jg = 1;
since the sequence (jn s0 j)1n=1 is decreasing.
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We claim that m(2) =1 provided that
<(s0) =   p := p  1 + log(p  1) + log (p)
log 2
:
The condition m(2) =1 will follow if we prove, for every n  2, that
ju1j   junj
B1  Bn 
ju1j   ju1j
B1  B1 =
ju1j
B1
This condition, for the sequence (n s0)1n=1, is
1  1
nPn 1
j=1
1
jp
 1P1
j=1
1
jp
;
which is equivalent to
1X
j=n
1
jp
 1
n
(p):
Since 1X
j=n
1
jp
 1
p  1 
1
np 1
;
it suces to prove that
1
p  1 
1
np 1
 1
n
(p)
holds for all n  2. We rewrite this condition as
n p+1  (p  1)(p):
It is clear that for this last inequality to hold, necessarily we must have  
p  1. In this case, the sequence (n p+1)1n=1 is increasing. Thus, it suces to
check the above inequality for n = 2:
2 p+1  (p  1)(p);
that is,
  p  1 + log(p  1) + log (p)
log 2
:
Under this condition we have m(2) = 1 for points s0 2 Cp . Therefore,
D(b) = f1g for s0 2 Cp , and the sum in (2.6) has only one term, and so
ks0kq =
 ju1j   ju1j
B1  B1
q
(B1  B1)
= B1 q1
=
 1X
n=1
n p
1 q
= (p)1 q:
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Consequently, ks0k = (p)(1 q)=q = (p) 1=p whenever s 2 Cp .
Remark 2.14. From Theorem 2.13 and (2.5) we have, for s0 = + it 2 C1=q,
that
ks0k  minf; (p  1)1=pg(q)1=q:
Since 1=q < (p   1)1=p (as the function x 7! xx is increasing on (1;1)), we
have that
minf; (p  1)1=pg =
8<:
 for 1=q <   (p  1)1=p;
(1  p)1=p for  > (p  1)1=p:
:
The bounds on the norm of point evaluations in Theorem 2.13 and Remark
2.14 can be sharpened for H(ces2).
Proposition 2.15. Let 1=2 < <(s0) =   1 and s0 : H(ces2) ! C be the
corresponding point evaluation functional. Then its norm can be written as
ks0k =
 1X
n=1
n2

1
n
  1
(n+ 1)
2!1=2
;
and the following bounds hold
(2   1)
p
(2)  1  ks0k  
p
(2)  1:
Proof. We use the isometric identication of cesp by Jagers in Theorem 2.5
for p = 2.
Let u = (n s0)1n=1. We will prove that in this case, and for every m 2 N,
the sequence  jumj   junj
Bm  Bn
1
n=m+1
(2.7)
is strictly increasing. This condition is precisely
1
m
  1
n
1X
k=m
1
k2
 
1X
k=n
1
k2
<
1
m
  1
(n+ 1)
1X
k=m
1
k2
 
1X
k=n+1
1
k2
; (2.8)
which can be written as
A
B
<
A+ a
B + b
; (2.9)
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for
A : =
1
m
  1
n
;
a : =
1
n
  1
(n+ 1)
;
B : =
1X
k=m
1
k2
 
1X
k=n
1
k2
=
n 1X
k=m
1
k2
;
b : =
1
n2
:
The inequality (2.9) is equivalent to
Ab
a
< B; (2.10)
which is
1
m
  1
n
n2

1
n
  1
(n+ 1)
 < n 1X
k=m
1
k2
: (2.11)
We look at the left-hand side of (2.11). By applying the mean value
theorem we obtain some real values zm;n 2 (m;n) and zn;n+1 2 (n; n+1), such
that
1
m
  1
n
n2

1
n
  1
(n+ 1)
 = n(n+ 1)(n  m)
n2mn ((n+ 1)   n)
=
n(n+ 1)(n m)z 1m;n
n2mnz 1n;n+1
:
Then, for 1=2 <   1, we have
Ab
a
=
(n+ 1)
n2m
(n m) z
 1
m;n
z 1n;n+1
 (n+ 1)

n2m
(n m) m
 1
(n+ 1) 1
=
n+ 1
n2m
(n m): (2.12)
In order to bound the right-hand side of (2.11), that is, B, observe thatZ n
m
dx
x2
+
1
2

1
m2
  1
n2

 B =
n 1X
k=m
1
k2
; (2.13)
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as shown in the next gure:
m m+ 1 : : : n  1 n
1=m2
1=n2
| {z }
1
1=x2
9>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>;
1=m2   1=n2
.
..
An analytic proof of (2.13) is the following: since the function g(x) = 1=x2
is convex, the inequality
g
 
(1  t)k + t(k + 1)  (1  t)g(k) + tg(k + 1)
holds for any t 2 [0; 1] and every k. This is equivalent to
g(x)   g(k + 1)  g(k)(x  k) + g(k)
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for k  x  k + 1. ThenZ n
m
dx
x2
=
n 1X
k=m
Z k+1
k
g(x)dx

n 1X
k=m
Z k+1
k
 
g(k + 1)  g(k)(x  k) + g(k)dx
=
n 1X
k=m
1
2
 
g(k + 1) + g(k)

=
1
2
nX
k=m+1
g(k) +
1
2
n 1X
k=m
g(k)
=
n 1X
k=m+1
g(k) +
1
2
 
g(n) + g(m)

=
n 1X
k=m+1
1
k2
+
1
2

1
n2
+
1
m2

=
n 1X
k=m
1
k2
+
1
2

1
n2
  1
m2

:
So, (2.13) holds.
On the other hand, it is also true thatZ n
m
dx
x2
+
1
2

1
m2
  1
n2

=

1
m
  1
n

1 +
1
2m
+
1
2n

;
so 
n m
mn

1 +
1
2m
+
1
2n

 B:
Then, by (2.12), we can prove the validity of (2.10) if we show
n+ 1
n2m
(n m) <

n m
mn

1 +
1
2m
+
1
2n

:
But this last inequality can be rewritten as
n+ 1
n
< 1 +
1
2m
+
1
2n
;
which is true since m < n. Thus, (2.8) holds and so, for every m 2 N, the
sequence (2.7) is strictly increasing.
Thus, for each n 2 N we have m(n) = n. So, Theorem 2.5 implies that
D(u) = N for u = (n s0)1n=1 and so
ks0k =
(n s0)
d(2)
=
 1X
n=1
n2

1
n
  1
(n+ 1)
2!1=2
: (2.14)
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Next we estimate each of the terms in the previous sum. For this we write
them as follows:
n

1
n
  1
(n+ 1)

= n  (n+ 1)
   n
n(n+ 1)
=
n
(n+ 1)


1 +
1
n

  1

=
1
(n+ 1)
 (1 + n
 1)   1
n 1
=
1
(n+ 1)
  (n 1);
where  (x) =
(1 + x)   1
x
. Simple calculations show that  0(x) < 0 for x > 0
and so  decreases in (0;1), and
 (0+) := lim
x!0+
 (x) = :
Then,
2   1 =  (1)   (n 1)   (0+) = 
and so
2   1
(n+ 1)
 n

1
n
  1
(n+ 1)

 
(n+ 1)
:
Finally make the corresponding sums over all n 2 N to obtain.
(2   1)
p
(2)  1  ks0k  
p
(2)  1:
The following graph represents the bounds we have found for ks0k, de-
pending on <(s0), for point evaluations s0 on H(ces2).
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
p
(2) 1
(2 1)
p
(2) 1
p
(2)
1
2
p
(2)
p
6=
p
(2) 1
0:5
1:0
1:5
2:0
2:5
0:5 1:0 1:5 2:0 2:5
1+
log (2)
log 2
b
b
We end this section exhibiting two equivalent expressions for the norm in
H(ces2) which are of independent interest.
Proposition 2.16. Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 H(ces2). Consider the func-
tionals
M(f) :=
 1X
i;j=1
jaijjajj
maxfi; jg
1=2
;
N(f) :=
 1X
n=1
janj
n
nX
k=1
jakj
1=2
:
Then
N(f) M(f)  kfkH(ces2) 
p
2M(f)  2N(f):
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Proof. Note that (an)
1
n=1 2 ces2. Then
kfk2H(ces2) = k(an)1n=1k2ces2
=
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jakj
2
=
1X
n=1
1
n2
 X
1i;jn
jaijjajj

=
1X
i;j=1
jaijjajj
X
ni;j
1
n2

:
Since 1=n P1k=n k 2  2=n, for every n  1, it follows that
1
maxfi; jg 
X
ni;j
1
n2
 2
maxfi; jg :
Hence, we deduce that
M(f)  kfkH(ces2) 
p
2M(f):
On the other hand,
M(f)2 =
1X
i;j=1
jaijjajj
maxfi; jg
=
1X
n=1
1
n
 X
maxfi;jg=n
jaijjajj

=
1X
n=1
janj
n

janj+ 2
n 1X
k=1
jakj

 2
1X
n=1
janj
n
nX
k=1
jakj = 2N(f)2:
In a similar way
M(f)2 
1X
n=1
janj
n
nX
k=1
jakj = N(f)2:
Consequently,
N(f) M(f) 
p
2N(f):
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2.3 The Banach spaces of Dirichlet series Ar,
A2;r and H1(Cr)
There are other Banach spaces of Dirichlet series which will be needed in
order to study the space H(cesp). The most important ones are the spaces
Ar, A2;r, and H1(Cr) for r 2 R. We review them.
For r 2 R, the space Ar consists of all Dirichlet series whose sequence of
coecients belongs to the weighted space `1((n r)1n=1), that is,
Ar :=

f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s :
1X
n=1
janjn r <1

: (2.15)
It is a solid Banach space under the coecient-wise order and the norm
kfkAr :=
1X
n=1
janjn r; f 2 Ar:
When r = 0, the corresponding space is the well knownWiener-Dirichlet alge-
bra A+ consisting of all Dirichlet series with absolutely summable coecients,
studied by Bayart, Finet, Li, and H. Queelec, see [13].
Proposition 2.17. The following statements hold:
(a) Regarding the abscissae of convergence we have
c(Ar) = a(Ar) = r:
(b) For s0 2 Cr, the point evaluation functional s0 is bounded on Ar and
ks0k = 1.
Proof. (a) Note that a(f)  r for all f 2 Ar and thus a(Ar)  r. For
arbitrary  > 1  r, we have that f(s) :=
P1
n=1 n
 n s 2 Ar and
c(Ar)  c(f) = 1  :
Making ! 1  r it follows that c(Ar)  r and so the conclusion follows.
(b) For s0 2 Cr and f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 Ar, we have that
js0(f)j = jf(s0)j 
1X
n=1
janj
n<(s0)

1X
n=1
janj
nr
= kfkAr :
Hence s0 : Ar ! C is continuous with ks0k  1. Actually ks0k = 1 as the
function 1 belongs to Ar and has norm equal to one.
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In a similar way, for r 2 R, the space A2;r consists of all Dirichlet series
whose sequence of coecients belongs to the weighted space `2((n 2r)1n=1),
that is,
A2;r :=

f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s :
1X
n=1
janj2n 2r <1

: (2.16)
It is a solid Banach space under the coecient-wise order and the norm
kfkA2;r :=
 1X
n=1
janj2n 2r
1=2
; f 2 A2;r:
When r = 0, the corresponding space is the Hilbert space of Dirichlet series
H consisting of all Dirichlet series with square summable coecients, studied
by Hedenmalm, Lindqvist, and K. Seip, see [35].
Proposition 2.18. The following statements hold:
(a) Regarding the abscissae of convergence we have
c(A2;r) = a(A2;r) = 1=2 + r:
(b) For s0 =  + it 2 C1=2+r, the point evaluation functional s0 is bounded
on A2;r and
ks0k 
p
(2(   r)):
Proof. (a) Note, for every f 2 A2;r and  > 1=2 + r, that
1X
n=1
janj
n

 1X
n=1
1
n2( r)
1=2 1X
n=1
janj2
n2r
1=2
=
p
(2(   r)) kfkA2;r ; (2.17)
and so a(f)  1=2+ r. Hence, a(A2;r)  1=2+ r. For arbitrary  > 1=2  r,
we have that f(s) :=
P1
n=1 n
 n s 2 A2;r and
c(A2;r)  c(f) = 1  :
Making  ! 1=2   r it follows that c(A2;r)  1=2 + r. The result is thus
established.
(b) For each s0 = + it 2 C1=2+r and f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 A2;r, by (2.17)
we have that
js0(f)j = jf(s0)j 
1X
n=1
janj
n

p
(2(   r)) kfkA2;r :
Then s0 : A2;r ! C is continuous with ks0k 
p
(2(   r)).
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Remark 2.19. The following continuous embeddings hold
A1=2  H(ces2)  A2;1=2
Indeed, for f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s, since
janj 
nX
k=1
jakj 
p
n
nX
k=1
jakjk 1=2;
considering the equivalent expression N(f) for the norm in H(ces2) given in
Proposition 2.16 we have that
1X
n=1
janj2
n
 N(f)2 
1X
n=1
janjp
n
nX
k=1
jakjp
k

 1X
n=1
janjp
n
2
:
For r 2 R, the space H1(Cr) consists of all bounded analytic functions on
Cr which can be represented as a Dirichlet series in some vertical half-plane
(actually in Cr by Bohr's Theorem 1.15), that is,
H1(Cr) = D \H1(Cr): (2.18)
It is a linear space that will be endowed with the supremum norm
kfkH1(Cr) := sup
s2Cr
jf(s)j; f 2 H1(Cr):
Note that these spaces are not solid for the coecient-wise order.
Proposition 2.20. The following statements hold:
(a) Regarding the abscissae of convergence we have
c(H1(Cr)) = r and a(H1(Cr)) = r + 1=2:
(b) For each s0 2 Cr, the point evaluation functional s0 is bounded on
H1(Cr) and ks0k = 1.
Proof. (a) As noted before if f 2 H1(Cr) then c(f)  r and so c(H1(Cr)) 
r. For arbitrary  > 1   r, we have that f(s) :=
P1
n=1 n
 n s 2 H1(Cr)
and
c(H1(Cr))  c(f) = 1  :
Making ! 1  r it follows that c(H1(Cr))  r. Thus, c(H1(Cr)) = r.
For the abscissa of absolute convergence, we rst consider the case r = 0. It
follows from results of Bohnenblust and Hille, and Balasubramanian, Calado
and Queelec, see [9, Theorem 1.1.2)], that
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(i)
P1
n=1 janjn 1=2 <1 for all f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 H1(C0).
(ii) For each 0   < 1=2 there exists f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 H1(C0) such
that
P1
n=1 janjn  =1.
These facts imply that a
 H1(C0)) = 1=2. For r 6= 0 consider the translation
map r : D ! D given by
r(f)(s) := f(s+ r); (2.19)
that is,
r
 1X
n=1
ann
 s

=
1X
n=1
ann
 (s+r) =
1X
n=1
(ann
 r)n s:
Note that c(r(f)) = c(f)   r and the same holds for the abscissae of
absolute and uniform convergence. The translation r establishes an isometric
isomorphism between H1(Cr) and H1(C0),
r : H1(Cr)! H1(C0);
from which it follows that
a(H1(Cr)) = r + a(H1(C0)) = r + 1=2:
Part (b) is obvious.
The isometric isomorphism between H1(Cr) and H1(C0) allows a neat
solution to establishing the completeness of H1(Cr) for the supremum norm.
The result of Hedenmalm, Lindqvist and Seip states that H1(C0) is isomet-
rically isomorphic to the M(H), the multiplier algebra of the Hilbert space
of Dirichlet series H (Theorem 1.4). Since this last space is complete (for the
operator norm) it follows that H1(C0) is complete for the supremum norm.
Hence, H1(Cr) endowed with the supremum norm is a Banach space.
The relation between the spaces Ar and H1(Cr) is clear:
Ar  H1(Cr) (2.20)
and the containment is continuous with embedding constant equal to one.
Indeed, for f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s in Ar and s =  + it 2 Cr, we have
jf(s)j 
1X
n=1
janjn  
1X
n=1
janjn r = kfkAr :
However, that relation is in fact more precise.
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Proposition 2.21. Let f 2 H1(Cr) with f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s such that an 
0 for all n  1. Then f 2 Ar and
kfkH1(Cr) = kfkAr :
Thus, the positive cones of Ar and H1(Cr) coincide. Moreover, the space Ar
is the solid core of H1(Cr).
Proof. For  > r and N 2 N, as an  0 for all n  1, we have
kfkH1(Cr)  jf()j =
 1X
n=1
ann
 
  NX
n=1
ann
 :
Making  ! r it follows that PNn=1 ann r  kfkH1(Cr). So, f 2 Ar, and
kfkAr  kfkH1(Cr). Thus, both norms coincide. This shows that the positive
cones of Ar and H1(Cr) coincide.
In order to show that Ar is the solid core of H1(Cr), let E be a solid
subspace of H1(Cr). We have to show that E  Ar. Let f 2 E with
f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s and denote by h the Dirichlet series dened as h(s) :=P1
n=1 janjn s. Since E is solid, we have that h 2 E  H1(Cr). Then h 2 Ar
and so f 2 Ar, as Ar is solid. Consequently, E  Ar.
Not only Dirichlet series in H1(Cr) with nonnegative coecients belong
to Ar, but also some other series with real coecients, that is,P1n=1 ann s in
H1(Cr) such that an 2 R, for all n  1, whenever the sign of the coecients
behaves multiplicatively. Recall that sgn denotes the sign function.
Theorem 2.22. Let f 2 H1(Cr) with f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s such that an 2 R
for all n  1, and
sgn(aij) = sgn(ai)  sgn(aj); i; j  1: (2.21)
Then f 2 Ar, and, moreover,
kfkAr = kfkH1(Cr):
Proof. Recall that the translation operator r, which maps f into f(+ r), es-
tablishes an isometric isomorphism between the spaces H1(Cr) and H1(C0).
The operator r is also an isometric isomorphism between Ar and A0. This
fact, together with
sgn(ann
 r) = sgn(an); n  1;
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shows that in order to prove the result it suces to establish the following:
if f 2 H1 = H1(C0) satises condition (2.21), then f 2 A0 and kfkA0 =
kfkH1 .
The result of Hedenmalm, Lindqvist and Seip states that M(H) = H1
(Theorem 1.4). Thus, we can assume that f 2 M(H). We can also assume
that an 6= 0 for some n  1, as in other case f  0 and there would be nothing
to prove. Fix M 2 N such that aM 6= 0.
Choose m 2 N, and set b := (bn)1n=1 with
bn =

sgn(an) if njMm
0 in other case.
Note that if njMm then bn 6= 0, as
sgn(an)  sgn(aMm=n) = sgn(aMm) = sgn(aM)m 6= 0:
Let g(s) :=
P1
n=1 bnn
 s. Thus, g 2 H, since it has a nite number of non-zero
coordinates.
Then, for card(I) denoting the cardinal of the set I, we have
kfgkH  kfkM(H)kgkH = kfkM(H)
 
card(fn : njMmg)1=2: (2.22)
On the other hand,
kfgk2H =
1X
n=1
X
kjn
bkan
k
2

X
n2fjM : jjMm 1g
X
kjn
bkan
k
2
=
X
n2fjM : jjMm 1g
X
kjn
sgn(ak)an
k
2;
where for the last equality note that if k is a divisor of n with n = jM and
jjMm 1, then k is a divisor of Mm, and so bk = sgn(ak). Next, appealing to
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the assumption on multiplicativity of the signs, we have
X
n2fjM : jjMm 1g
X
kjn
sgn(ak)an
k
2 = X
n2fjM : jjMm 1g
X
kjn
sgn(ak) sgn(an
k
)jan
k
j
2
=
X
n2fjM : jjMm 1g
X
kjn
sgn(an)jan
k
j
2
=
X
n2fjM : jjMm 1g
X
kjn
jan
k
j
2
=
X
n2fjM : jjMm 1g
X
ijn
jaij
2
;
where the second to last equality holds since an 6= 0 for every n = jM such
that jjMm 1, as in this case njMm. Since every i which is a divisor of M is a
divisor of n = jM , it follows that
kfgk2H 
X
ijM
jaij
2
card(fjM : jjMm 1g)
=
X
ijM
jaij
2
card(fj : jjMm 1g): (2.23)
From (2.22) and (2.23), we have
X
ijM
jaij  kfkM(H)

card(fn : njMmg)
card(fj : jjMm 1g)
1=2
:
Consider the prime factorization of M , that is, M =
Qn0
i=1 p
i
i . Then, M
m =Qn0
i=1 p
im
i and M
m 1 =
Qn0
i=1 p
i(m 1)
i , soX
ijM
jaij  kfkM(H)
 Qn0
i=1(im+1)Qn0
i=1
 
i(m 1)+1
1=2
= kfkM(H)
n0Y
i=1

im+ 1
i(m  1) + 1
1=2
:
Taking limit as m!1 yieldsX
ijM
jaij  kfkM(H): (2.24)
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Let N 2 N be large enough so that the set IN = fi : 1  i  N; ai 6= 0g
is not empty. Consider MN :=
Q
i2IN i. Note that aMN 6= 0 as sgn(aMN ) =Q
i2IN sgn(ai) 6= 0. It follows from (2.24) that
NX
i=1
jaij =
X
i2IN
jaij 
X
ijMN
jaij  kfkM(H):
Therefore, f 2 A0 and kfkA0  kfkM(H) = kfkH1 . Since we always have
kfkA0  kfkH1 , it follows that kfkA0 = kfkH1 .
2.4 Other Banach spaces of Dirichlet series
We end this chapter by considering briey other Banach spaces of Dirichlet
series, related to the sequence space cesp.
For 1 < p <1, the space of Dirichlet series H(`p) consists of all Dirichlet
series whose sequence of coecients belongs to the space `p, that is,
H(`p) :=

f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s :
1X
n=1
janjp <1

: (2.25)
It is a solid Banach space under the coecient-wise order and the norm
kfkH(`p) :=
 1X
n=1
janjp
1=p
; f 2 H(`p):
The case p = 2 corresponds to the Hilbert space of Dirichlet series H.
Proposition 2.23. For q being the conjugate exponent of p, the following
statements hold:
(a) Regarding the abscissae of convergence we have
c(H(`p)) = a(H(`p)) = 1=q:
(b) For s0 = + it 2 C1=q, the point evaluation functional s0 is bounded on
H(`p) and
ks0k = (q)1=q:
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Proof. (a) Note, for every f 2 H(`p) and  > 1=q, that
1X
n=1
janj
n

 1X
n=1
janjp
1=p 1X
n=1
1
nq
1=q
= (q)1=qkfkH(`p);
and so a(f)  1=q. Hence, a(H(`p))  1=q. For arbitrary  > 1=p we have
that f(s) :=
P1
n=1 n
 n s 2 H(`p) and
c(H(`p))  c(f) = 1  :
Making ! 1=p it follows that c(H(`p))  1 1=p = 1=q. The result is thus
established.
(b) For s0 =  + it 2 C1=q, since
s0(f) = f(s0) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s0 =
D 
n s0
1
n=1
; (an)
1
n=1
E
`p
; f 2 H(`p);
and (n s0)1n=1 belongs to `
q, as  > 1=q, we have that s0 : H(`p) ! C is
continuous with ks0k = k(n s0)1n=1k`q = (q)1=q.
The next space of Dirichlet series involves the largest domain [C; `p] of
denition in CN for the Cesaro averaging operator C considered with values in
`p, that is, for 1 < p <1,
[C; `p] :=

a = (an)
1
n=1 2 CN : C(a) =

1
n
nX
k=1
ak
1
n=1
2 `p

:
It is a Banach space under the norm kak[C;`p] := kC(a)k`p for a 2 [C; `p],
which makes C : [ C; `p]! `p an isometry. This space was studied by Curbera
and Ricker in [25]. In particular, they noted that [C; `p] is not solid for the
coordinate-wise order, in fact its solid core is just the space cesp.
The space of Dirichlet series H([C; `p]) consists of all Dirichlet series whose
sequence of coecients belongs to the space [C; `p], that is,
H([C; `p]) :=

f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s :
1X
n=1
 1n
nX
k=1
ak
p <1: (2.26)
It is a Banach space under the norm
kfkH([C;`p]) :=
 1X
n=1
 1n
nX
k=1
ak
p1=p; f 2 H([C; `p]):
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Since `p  cesp  [ C; `p] it follows that
H(`p)  H(cesp)  H([C; `p]):
Moreover H(cesp) is the solid core of H([C; `p]) for the coecient-wise order.
Proposition 2.24. For q being the conjugate exponent of p, the following
statements hold:
(a) Regarding the abscissae of convergence we have
c(H([ C; `p])) = 1 and a(H([ C; `p])) = 1 + 1=q:
(b) For each s0 =  + it 2 C1+1=q, the point evaluation functional s0 is
bounded on H([ C; `p]) and
ks0k  2(q(   1))1=q:
Proof. (a) We rst show that c(H([ C; `p]))  1. Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2
H([ C; `p]). If c(f)  0 then c(f)  1. Suppose that c(f) > 0. In par-
ticular
P1
n=1 an diverges and so we can use Cahen's formula (Theorem 1.14)
to calculate the abscissa of convergence of f . Since C (an)1n=1 2 `p, we have
that 1
N
PN
k=1 ak
  1 for all N large enough, and so
c(f) = lim sup
N!1
log
PN
k=1 ak

logN
 lim sup
N!1
logN
logN
= 1:
Let us see now that the value 1 cannot be improved. For each 0 <  < 1, let
b = (bn)
1
n=1 2 `1  `p dened by
bn :=

n 1 log n if n = 2k for some k  1;
0 in other case.
Then, take a = (an)
1
n=1 2 [C; `p] given by
a := C 1(b) =  nbn   (n  1)bn 11n=1;
where b0 = 0 and C 1 is the inverse of the Cesaro operator. Thus, the Dirichlet
series f(s) :=
P1
n=1 a

nn
 s associated to a belongs to H([ C; `p]). Note thatP1
n=1 a

n diverges, as
NX
n=1
an =
NX
n=1
 
nbn   (n  1)bn 1

= NbN =

N logN if N = 2k for some k  1;
0 in other case.
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Applying Cahen's formula,
c(f) = lim sup
N!1
log
PN
n=1 a

n

logN
= lim sup
N!1
log(NbN)
logN
= lim
N!1
log
 
N logN

logN
=  + lim
N!1
log
 
logN

logN
= ;
and so c(H([ C; `p]))  c(f) = . Making ! 1, we obtain c(H([ C; `p])) 
1. Hence, c(H([ C; `p])) = 1.
For the abscissa of absolute convergence, we rst show that a(H([ C; `p])) 
1 + 1=q. Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 H([ C; `p]). If a(f)  0 then a(f) 
1 + 1=q. Suppose that a(f) > 0, in which case
P1
n=1 janj diverges. Then,
Cahen's formula gives
a(f) = lim sup
N!1
log
PN
n=1 janj
logN
:
Note that an =
Pn
k=1 ak  
Pn 1
k=1 ak for all n  2. Thus,
NX
n=1
janj  ja1j+
NX
n=2
 nX
k=1
ak
+ NX
n=2
 n 1X
k=1
ak

=
NX
n=1
 nX
k=1
ak
+ N 1X
n=1
 nX
k=1
ak

 2
NX
n=1
 nX
k=1
ak

 2N
NX
n=1
1
n
 nX
k=1
ak

and so
NX
n=1
janj  2N
 NX
n=1
1
np
 nX
k=1
ak
p1=pN1=q;
that is,
NX
n=1
janj  2N1+1=qkfkH([ C;`p]):
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Therefore,
a(f)  lim sup
N!1
log
 
2N1+1=qkfkH([ C;`p])

logN
= 1 + 1=q:
Now, let us see that the value 1+1=q cannot be improved. For 0 <  consider
the sequence
 
( 1)nn1
n=1
. Note that nX
k=1
( 1)kk
 < n; n  1:
Indeed, whenever n is even
nX
k=1
( 1)kk =  1 + 2   3| {z }
<0
+4   5| {z }
<0
+   + (n  2)   (n  1)| {z }
<0
+n < n
nX
k=1
( 1)kk =
>0z }| {
 1 + 2
>0z }| {
 3 + 4 5 +   + (n  2)
>0z }| {
 (n  1) + n > 0;
and whenever n is odd
nX
k=1
( 1)kk =  1 + 2   3| {z }
<0
+4   5| {z }
<0
+      (n  2) + (n  1)   n| {z }
<0
< 0
nX
k=1
( 1)kk =
>0z }| {
 1 + 2
>0z }| {
 3 + 4 5 +   
>0z }| {
 (n  2) + (n  1) n >  n:
It follows that
1X
n=1
1
np
 nX
k=1
( 1)kk
p  1X
n=1
1
np
np =
1X
n=1
1
np (1 )
<1
whenever p (1 ) > 1. Hence, for every  < 1=q, we have that  ( 1)nn1
n=1
2
[ C; `p] and thus f(s) :=
P1
n=1( 1)nn s 2 H([ C; `p]). Since a(H([ C; `p]) 
a(f) = 1 + , making ! 1=q it follows that a(H([ C; `p])  1 + 1=q.
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(b) Let s0 =  + it 2 C1+1=q and f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 H([C; `p]). By
writing an =
Pn
k=1 ak  
Pn 1
k=1 ak, for all n  2, we obtain
jf(s0)j 
1X
n=1
janjn 
 ja1j+
1X
n=2
n 
 nX
k=1
ak
+ 1X
n=2
n 
 n 1X
k=1
ak


1X
n=1
n 
 nX
k=1
ak
+ 1X
n=2
(n  1) 
 n 1X
k=1
ak

= 2
1X
n=1
n 
 nX
k=1
ak

= 2
1X
n=1
n1 
1
n
 nX
k=1
ak
:
So
jf(s0)j  2
 1X
n=1
1
np
 nX
k=1
ak
p1=p 1X
n=1
n(1 )q
1=q
;
that is,
jf(s0)j  2 kfkH([C;`p])(q(   1))1=q:
We conclude that
ks0k  2(q(   1))1=q:
Chapter 3
The multiplier algebra of H(cesp)
In this chapter we look into the multiplier algebraM(H(cesp)) of H(cesp),
that is, the space of all analytic functions f (on some domain containing C1=q)
such that fg 2 H(cesp) for all g 2 H(cesp). The chapter is organized in
four sections. In the rst section we review general results for the multiplier
algebraM(E) of a space E of Dirichlet series. The second section is devoted to
the study of the multiplier algebra of the spaces Ar (for which M(Ar) = Ar)
and A2;r (for which M(A2;r) = H1(Cr)). We also consider the cases of
M(H(`p)) and M(H([C; `p])). The third section is the main section of the
chapter, where we study M(H(cesp)). We prove that monomials, and hence
Dirichlet polynomials, are multipliers on H(cesp) and calculate their norm as
multipliers (3.4). This allows to deduce that A1=q  M(H(cesp)) (Theorem
3.11 and Proposition 3.3). We prove, via point evaluations, that multipliers
on H(cesp) are bounded functions on the vertical half-plane C1=q (Theorem
3.11 and Proposition 3.2). This last result allows to show that the spaces
A1=q, M(H(cesp)) and H1(C1=q) have the same positive cone and that A1=q
is the solid core of M(H(cesp)), with respect to the coecient-wise order
(Proposition 3.13). A ne use of abscissae of convergence allows to deduce
that M(H(cesp)) 6= H1(C1=q) (Theorem 3.11). At this stage we know that
the multiplier algebra M(H(cesp)) satises
A1=q M(H(cesp))  H1(C1=q);
and that A1=q is the solid core of M(H(cesp)). The fact that M(H(cesp)) 6=
H1(C1=q) shows a completely dierent situation to that of the multipliers al-
gebras of the previously considered spaces of Dirichlet series, H, Hp, H, A p ,
Bp, D. For these spaces the multiplier algebra is H1. This fact is in accor-
dance and actually follows from the classical result of Schur identifying the
multiplier algebra of the Hardy space H2(D) with the space H1(D), Theorem
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1.24. However, it is noteworthy that if we consider the space of all Taylor
series on the unit disc D with coecient belonging to cesp, it turns out that
its multiplier algebra is not H1(D) but a rather smaller algebra, namely, the
Wiener algebra of all absolutely convergent Taylor series; [24, Theorem 3.1],
[25, Theorem 4.1]. This motivates the conjecture
M(H(cesp)) = A1=q;
that is, multipliers are Dirichlet series f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s satisfying the condi-
tion
P1
n=1 janjn 1=q <1. For establishing the conjecture we rst prove it for
multipliers f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s such that an 6= 0 only if the prime factoriza-
tion of n has primes no other than the rst r primes, p1; p2; : : : ; pr, for a xed
r 2 N (Theorem 3.15). The full identication is proven, with no restriction
on the coecients of the multipliers, in Theorem 3.17. In the last section we
study the existence of compact multipliers (Theorem 3.20) and the sequence
multipliers from H(cesp) into its multiplier algebra M(H(cesp)), that is, we
study how \close" is H(cesp) from M(H(cesp)) (Theorem 3.21).
The chapter is written in a somewhat inecient way, at least from the
viewpoint of conciseness. The reason for this choice is the following. The
eort and time devoted to proving the identication of the multiplier algebra
of H(cesp) was largely augmented by the fact that most of the time we were
led by a wrong conjecture and not pursuing the right result. It was, however,
that eort and the detailed analysis that it required what eventually led to
the correct result. This is presented in Theorem 3.17. The previous results
which are presented correspond to the steps that helped formulating the right
conjecture.
3.1 General facts on multiplier algebras
We collect several facts on the multipliers and multiplier algebra of a Ba-
nach space of Dirichlet series. Although some of them are known, we include
the proofs for the sake of completeness.
Given a Banach space of Dirichlet series E  D with convergence abscissa
c(E), a multiplier on E is an analytic function f on Cc(E) with the property
that fg 2 E for every g 2 E . The multiplier algebra of E is the space of all
multipliers on E , which will be denoted by M(E).
Proposition 3.1. Let E  D be a Banach space of Dirichlet series. Suppose
that there exists   c(E) such that the point evaluation functional s0 is
continuous on E for every s0 2 C. Then the following holds:
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(a) For every f 2M(E), the operator Mf : E ! E , given by
g 2 E 7!Mf (g) := fg 2 E ;
is linear and bounded.
(b) If the constant function 1 2 E , then M(E)  E and for every f 2M(E)
it follows that
kfkE  k1kEkfkM(E); (3.1)
where kfkM(E) denotes the operator norm of Mf . Moreover, in this case:
(b.1) M(E) is a closed subspace of the space B(E) of all bounded linear
operators of E into itself.
(b.2) Endowing M(E) with the norm k kM(E), the containment M(E) 
E is continuous with embedding constant equal to k1kE .
(b.3) For every f 2 M(M(E)), the operator Mf : M(E) ! M(E) de-
nes a bounded linear operator and, with equality of norms, we
have
M(M(E)) =M(E):
Proof. (a) We use the closed graph theorem. Let f 2M(E) and suppose that
gn ! 0 and Mf (gn) ! h in E . For every s0 2 C, since s0 is continuous on
E , it follows that gn(s0) ! 0 and f(s0)gn(s0) = Mf (gn)(s0) ! h(s0). Then
h = 0 on C and, by Theorem 1.13, h = 0. Consequently, the operator Mf is
bounded.
(b) Suppose that 1 2 E . Then, for f 2M(E) we have that f = Mf (1) 2 E
and
kfkE = kMf (1)kE  k1kEkfkM(E):
(b.1) Let (fn)
1
n=1  M(E) be such that Mfn ! T 2 B(E) in the oper-
ator norm. Then, for each g 2 E we have that fn  g ! T (g) in E and so
fn(s0)g(s0) ! T (g)(s0) for all s0 2 C. On the other hand, since (fn)1n=1 is
a Cauchy sequence in E by (3.1), there exists f 2 E such that fn ! f in E
and so pointwise on C. Then, T (g)(s0) = f(s0)g(s0) for s0 2 C and thus
T (g) = f  g. Hence, f 2M(E) and T = Mf .
(b.2) is clear from the previous results.
(b.3) Since M(E)  E continuously we have that the point evaluation s0
is continuous onM(E) for every s0 2 C. Noting that   c(E)  c(M(E)),
by (a), every f 2M(M(E)) denes a bounded linear operator Mf on M(E).
Since 1 2M(E), by (b.2) we have that M(M(E)) M(E) and
kfkM(E)  kfkM(M(E))
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for all f 2 M(M(E)), as k1kM(E) = 1. Conversely, let f 2 M(E). For every
g 2M(E) and h 2 E , as gh 2 E , we have that fgh 2 E and
kfghkE  kfkM(E)kghkE  kfkM(E)kgkM(E)khkE :
Then, fg 2 M(E) with kfgkM(E)  kfkM(E)kgkM(E). Thus, f 2 M(M(E))
with kfkM(M(E))  kfkM(E).
Next proposition shows that, under minimal conditions which guarantee a
good behavior of M(E), every multiplier on E is bounded on the aproppriate
domain.
Proposition 3.2. Let E  D be a Banach space of Dirichlet series satisfying
the condition of Proposition 3.1 for some   c(E) and such that 1 2 E.
Then,
M(E)  H1(C);
where the containment is continuous with continuity constant equal to one.
Proof. Let f 2 M(E). By Proposition 3.1, we have that M(E)  E and so
f 2 = ff 2 E with
kf 2kE  kfkEkfkM(E)  k1kEkfk2M(E):
Iterating the above procedure, we obtain, for every n  1, that fn 2 E and
kfnkE  k1kEkfknM(E):
For each s0 2 C, by hypothesis, the point evaluation functional s0 is bounded
on E . Then
jfn(s0)j = js0(fn)j
 ks0k  kfnkE
 ks0k  k1kEkfknM(E):
Since jfn(s0)j = jf(s0)jn, it follows that
jf(s0)j 

ks0k  k1kE
1=n
kfkM(E):
Making n ! 1 we have that jf(s0)j  kfkM(E). Hence, f 2 H1(C) and
kfkH1(C)  kfkM(E).
Moreover, if the monomials n s, for n  1, are multipliers on E , a weighted
`1 space of Dirichlet series is contained in M(E).
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Proposition 3.3. Let E  D be a Banach space of Dirichlet series satisfying
the condition of Proposition 3.1 for some   c(E) and such that 1 2 E. If
fn s : n  1g  M(E), denoting n = kn skM(E), we have that
A((n)1n=1) :=

f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s :
1X
n=1
janjn <1

M(E)
and kfkM(E) 
P1
n=1 janjn for all f 2 A((n)1n=1).
Proof. Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 A((n)1n=1). The series
P1
n=1 ann
 s is abso-
lutely convergent in M(E), as
1X
n=1
kann skM(E) =
1X
n=1
janjn <1;
and so it converges in norm to some h 2M(E). Since,M(E)  E continuously
and so norm convergence in M(E) implies pointwise convergence on C, it
follows that f = h 2M(E). From the equality above it follows that kfkM(E) P1
n=1 janjn.
Under the natural conditions of Proposition 3.1, a multiplier on E is in fact
a Dirichlet series in E . The pointwise product f(s)g(s) of two Dirichlet series
f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s and g(s) =
P1
n=1 bnn
 s is, in the appropriate vertical half-
plane in which both series converge, the Dirichlet series h(s) =
P1
n=1 cnn
 s
whose sequence of coecients c = (cn)
1
n=1 is given by the Dirichlet convolution
c := a  b of the sequences a = (an)1n=1 and b = (bn)1n=1, that is,
cn = (a  b)n :=
X
kjn
akbn
k
=
X
kjn
an
k
bk; n  1;
where kjn denotes that k is a divisor of n.
Remark 3.4. There is a matrix representation for the action on E of every
Dirichlet series belonging to M(E). Given f(s) = P1n=1 ann s, consider the
innite matrix
Af = (ij)
1
i;j=1 =

ij = ai=j if jji,
0 in other case,
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that is,
Af =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
a1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
a2 a1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
a3 0 a1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
a4 a2 0 a1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
a5 0 0 0 a1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
a6 a3 a2 0 0 a1 0 0 0 0 0 0   
a7 0 0 0 0 0 a1 0 0 0 0 0   
a8 a4 0 a2 0 0 0 a1 0 0 0 0   
a9 0 a3 0 0 0 0 0 a1 0 0 0   
a10 a5 0 0 a2 0 0 0 0 a1 0 0   
a11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a1 0   
a12 a6 a4 a3 0 a2 0 0 0 0 0 a1   
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
Note, for every b = (bn)
1
n=1 2 CN, that
Afb =
 1X
k=1
nkbk
1
n=1
=
X
kjn
an
k
bk
1
n=1
and, for g(s) =
P1
n=1 bnn
 s,
Mf (g)(s) = f(s)g(s) =
1X
n=1
X
kjn
an
k
bk

n s:
Considering the sequence space
bE := (bn)1n=1 2 CN : 1X
n=1
bnn
 s 2 E

;
it follows that f 2M(E), that is Mf : E ! E , if and only if Af : bE ! bE .
Remark 3.5. Consider the monomials fm s : m  1g associated to the
canonical vectors fem : m  1g. For a Dirichlet series g(s) = P1n=1 bnn s,
setting b = (bn)
1
n=1, the coecients of the Dirichlet series m
 sg are given by
the sequence em  b. For each n 2 N we have
(em  b)n =
X
kjn
emk bnk =

b n
m
if mjn;
0 in other case,
=

bi if n = im for some i  1;
0 in other case,
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that is,
em  b = (0; :::; 0; b1|{z}
m
; 0; :::; 0; b2|{z}
2m
; 0; :::; 0; b3|{z}
3m
; :::);
Hence, multiplying a Dirichlet series by the monomial m s \spreads out" by
intervals of m steps the coecients of the initial Dirichlet series.
3.2 First examples of multiplier algebras
The multiplier algebras of the spaces of Dirichlet series Ar, A2;r and
H1(Cr) studied in Section 2.3 can be identied. The situation is much more
complicated for the spaces H(`p) and H([C; `p]) studied in Section 2.4, never-
theless, although we have no identication for their algebras, we show some
results related to them.
Let us start with the space Ar, which turns out to coincide isometrically
with its multiplier algebra.
Proposition 3.6. The equality M(Ar) = Ar holds with equal norms.
Proof. From Propositions 2.17 and 3.1, it follows that M(Ar)  Ar continu-
ously with embedding constant equal to one.
For the converse containment consider the monomials fm s : m  1g.
Given g(s) =
P1
n=1 bnn
 s 2 Ar, setting b = (bn)1n=1, we have that em  b is the
sequence of coecients of the Dirichlet series m sg (see Remark 3.5). Then,
since
1X
n=1
j(em  b)njn r =
1X
i=1
j(em  b)imj(im) r = m r
1X
i=1
jbiji r = m rkgkAr ;
it follows that m sg 2 Ar and km sgkAr = m rkgkAr . Hence, m s 2M(Ar)
and km skM(Ar)  m r. Actually km skM(Ar) = m r, as 1 2 Ar with norm
one and km skAr = m r. Therefore, from Proposition 3.3, the containment
Ar M(Ar) holds continuously with embedding constant equal to one.
The space H1(Cr) also coincides isometrically with its multiplier alge-
bra, as can be directly checked, but moreover it coincides with the multiplier
algebra of the space A2;r.
Proposition 3.7. The equality M(A2;r) = H1(Cr) holds with equal norms.
Morever,
Ar  M(A2;r) = H1(Cr)  A2;r;
where the containments are continuous with continuity constant equal to one.
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Proof. From Propositions 2.18 and 3.1 it follows that M(A2;r)  A2;r contin-
uously with embedding constant equal to one.
Consider the translation map r : D ! D given by
r(f)(s) = f(s+ r) =
1X
n=1
(ann
 r)n s
for f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s, (2.19). Note that r(fg) = r(f)r(f) for all f; g 2 D.
We have observed before that
r : H1(Cr)! H1(C0)
is an isometric isomorphism. Also, r clearly induces an isometric isomorphism
r : A2;r ! A2;0 = H:
Let us show that M(A2;r) = H1(Cr) by using translation map r and the
fact that M(H) = H1(C0) with equality of norms (Theorem 1.4).
Let f 2 H1(Cr) and g 2 A2;r. Since r(f) 2 H1(C0) = M(H) and
r(g) 2 H, we have that r(fg) = r(f)r(g) 2 H and so fg 2 A2;r. Moreover,
kfgkA2;r = kr(fg)kH
= kr(f)r(g)kH
 kr(f)kM(H)kr(g)kH
= kr(f)kH1(C0)kgkA2;r
= kfkH1(Cr)kgkA2;r :
Then f 2M(A2;r) with kfkM(A2;r)  kfkH1(Cr).
Let now f 2 M(A2;r) and g 2 H. Since  r(g) 2 A2;r we have that
f r(g) 2 A2;r and so r(f)g = r(f r(g)) 2 H. Moreover,
kr(f)gkH = kr(f r(g))kH
= kf r(g)kA2;r
 kfkM(A2;r)k r(g)kA2;r
= kfkM(A2;r)kgkH:
Then r(f) 2M(H) = H1(C0), that is, f 2 H1(Cr), and
kfkH1(Cr) = kr(f)kH1(C0) = kr(f)kM(H)  kfkM(A2;r):
The strictness of the inclusion H1(Cr)  A2;r follows from Propositions
2.18 and 2.20 which state that c(A2;r) = 12 + r and c(H1(Cr)) = r.
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We have seen in Section 2.3 that Ar  H1(Cr) continuously with continu-
ity constant equal to one, (2.20). Since, by Propositions 2.17 and 2.20, we have
that a(Ar) = r and a(H1(Cr)) = r + 12 , it follows that Ar  H1(Cr).
Consider now the space H(`p). From Propositions 2.23 and 3.1 we have
that M(H(`p))  H(`p) continuously with embedding constant equal to one.
The next proposition shows other inclusion relations.
Proposition 3.8. For q being the conjugate exponent of p, the containments
A0 M(H(`p))  H1(C1=q)
hold continuously with continuity constant equal to one.
Proof. From Proposition 3.2 it follows that M(H(`p))  H1(C1=q) continu-
ously with continuity constant equal to one. The inclusion is strict, as
a(M(H(`p)))  a(H(`p)) = 1=q < 1=q + 1=2 = a(H1(C1=q));
see Propositions 2.23 and 2.20.
For the rst containment, let us consider the monomials fm s : m  1g.
Given g(s) =
P1
n=1 bnn
 s 2 H(`p), the coecients of the Dirichlet series m sg
are given by the sequence em  b, where b = (bn)1n=1 (see Remark 3.5). Then,
since 1X
n=1
j(em  b)njp =
1X
i=1
jbijp = kgkpH(`p);
it follows that m sg 2 H(`p) and km sgkH(`p) = kgkH(`p). Hence, m s 2
M(H(`p)) and km skM(H(`p))  1. Actually km skM(H(`p)) = 1, as 1 2 H(`p)
with norm one and km skH(`p) = 1. Therefore, from Proposition 3.3, the
containment A0  M(H(`p)) holds continuously with embedding constant
equal to one.
We nish this section by looking at the multiplier algebra of H([C; `p]).
Note that 1 2 H([C; `p]) with k1kH([C;`p]) = (p)1=p. From Propositions 2.24
and 3.1 we have thatM(H([C; `p]))  H([C; `p]) continuously with embedding
constant (p)1=p. Further inclusion relations follow in a similar way as for the
multiplier algebra of H(`p).
Proposition 3.9. For q being the conjugate exponent of p, the containments
A1=q M(H([C; `p]))  H1(C1+1=q)
hold continuously with continuity constants equal to one.
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Proof. From Proposition 3.2 it follows thatM(H([C; `p]))  H1(C1+1=q) con-
tinuously with continuity constant equal to one. The inclusion is strict, as
c(M(H([C; `p])))  c(H([C; `p])) = 1 < 1 + 1=q = c(H1(C1+1=q));
see Propositions 2.24 and 2.20.
Let us see that the monomials fm s : m  1g belong to M(H([C; `p])).
Let g(s) =
P1
n=1 bnn
 s 2 H([C; `p]) and set b = (bn)1n=1. The sequence em  b
of coecients of the Dirichlet series m sg (see Remark 3.5) satises
1X
n=1
 1n
nX
k=1
(em  b)k
p = 1X
n=m
 1n
b n
m
cX
i=1
bi
p
=
1X
j=1
(j+1)m 1X
n=jm
 1n
jX
i=1
bi
p
=
1X
j=1
 jX
i=1
bi
p (j+1)m 1X
n=jm
1
np

1X
j=1
 jX
i=1
bi
p m(jm)p
= m1 p
1X
j=1
1j
jX
i=1
bi
p
= m1 pkgkpH([C;`p]);
and so m sg 2 H([C; `p]) with km sgkH([C;`p])  m 1=qkgkH([C;`p]). Then,
m s 2M(H([C; `p])) and km skM(H([C;`p]))  m 1=q. Actually,
km skM(H([C;`p])) = m 1=q:
Indeed, for every j  2, since
kj skpH([C;`p]) =
1X
n=j
1
np
 1
(p  1)(j   1)p 1
and
km sj skpH([C;`p]) = k(mj) skpH([C;`p]) =
1X
n=jm
1
np
 1
(p  1)(jm)p 1 ;
we have that
km skM(H([C;`p]))  km
 sj skH([C;`p])
kj skH([C;`p]) 

j   1
jm
1=q
:
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Making j !1, we arrive at km skM(H([C;`p]))  m 1=q.
Therefore, from Proposition 3.3, the containment A1=q  M(H([C; `p]))
holds continuously with embedding constant equal to one.
3.3 The multiplier algebra of H(cesp)
The space of multipliers on H(cesp) is the central part of this memoir,
so we will pay special attention to the details. Recall that 1 < p < 1 and
1=p+ 1=q = 1.
We have seen that c(H(cesp)) = 1=q and that, for each s0 2 C1=q, the
point evaluation functional s0 is continuous on H(cesp), see Proposition 2.12
and Theorem 2.13. With these conditions, Proposition 3.1 implies that every
multiplier f on H(cesp) denes a bounded multiplication operator Mf from
H(cesp) into itself:
g 2 H(cesp) 7!Mf (g) = fg 2 H(cesp):
Moreover, since the constant function 1 2 H(cesp) and k1kH(cesp) = (p)1=p,
it also follows that
M(H(cesp))  H(cesp) (3.2)
continuously with embedding constant (p)1=p, that is,
kfkH(cesp)  (p)1=pkfkM(H(cesp)); f 2M(H(cesp)): (3.3)
So, a multiplier f onH(cesp) is actually a Dirichlet series f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s
belonging to H(cesp) and the action of the multiplication operator Mf on
g(s) =
P1
n=1 bnn
 s 2 H(cesp) is given by
Mf (s) = f(s)g(s) =
1X
n=1
X
kjn
akbn
k

n s:
The boundedness of the operator Mf corresponds to the existence of some
constant M > 0 such that0@ 1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
X
jjk
ajb k
j
p
1A1=p M  1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jbkj
p!1=p
for all g(s) =
P1
n=1 bnn
 s 2 H(cesp). The least of such constants M is the
operator norm kMfk of Mf as a bounded operator from H(cesp) into itself,
which we denote by kfkM(H(cesp)).
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We rst check that Dirichlet polynomials
PN
n=1 ann
 s are multipliers on
H(cesp). For this, in view of the linearity of the multiplier algebraM(H(cesp)),
it suces to verify that the monomials fm s : m  1g belong toM(H(cesp)).
We will use the following result related to multipliers on H([C; `p]) with posi-
tive coecients.
Proposition 3.10. Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s be a multiplier on H([C; `p]) such
that an  0 for all n  1. Then f is a multiplier on H(cesp) and
kfkM(H(cesp))  kfkM(H([C;`p])):
Proof. For g(s) =
P1
n=1 bnn
 s 2 H(cesp), take h(s) =
P1
n=1 jbnjn s which
belongs to H([C; `p]) with khkH([C;`p]) = kgkH(cesp). Then fh 2 H([C; `p]).
Since an  0 for all n  1, we have that
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
X
jjk
ajb k
j
p  1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
X
jjk
ajjb k
j
j
p
= kfhkpH([C;`p])
and so fg 2 H(cesp) with
kfgkH(cesp)  kfhkH([C;`p])
 kfkM(H([C;`p]))khkH([C;`p])
= kfkM(H([C;`p]))kgkH(cesp):
Hence, the conclusion follows.
We have seen in Proposition 3.9 that, for every m  1, the monomial
m s 2 M(H([C; `p])) with km skM(H([C;`p])) = m 1=q. Then, the previous
proposition gives that m s 2 M(H(cesp)) with km skM(H(cesp))  m 1=q.
Actually,
km skM(H(cesp)) = m 1=q; (3.4)
as
km skM(H(cesp)) 
km sj skH(cesp)
kj skH(cesp)
=
km sj skH([C;`p])
kj skH([C;`p]) 

j   1
jm
1=q
for all j  2, see the end of the proof of Proposition 3.9 for the last inequality.
Not only the Dirichlet polynomials
PN
n=1 ann
 s are included inM(H(cesp))
but also the Dirichlet series
P1
n=1 ann
 s which are absolutely convergent for
the norm of M(H(cesp)). On the other hand multipliers on H(cesp) are nec-
essarily bounded functions in an adequate vertical half-plane.
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Theorem 3.11. The inclusions
A1=q M(H(cesp))  H1(C1=q)
holds continuously with embedding constants equal to one.
Proof. The rst containment follows from (3.4) and Proposition 3.3. The
second one comes from Proposition 3.2.
It only remains to prove that M(H(cesp)) 6= H1(C1=q). For this we cal-
culate the abscissae of convergence and absolute convergence of M(H(cesp)).
From Proposition 2.17, Theorem 2.12 and the inclusions
A1=q M(H(cesp))  H(cesp);
it follows that
1
q
= c(A1=q)  c
 M(H(cesp))
 a
 M(H(cesp))  a(H(cesp)) = 1
q
:
Hence, c
 M(H(cesp)) = a M(H(cesp)) = 1=q. Since, by Proposition
2.20, we have that a(H1(C1=q)) = 1=q + 1=2, it must be M(H(cesp)) 6=
H1(C1=q).
Remark 3.12. The rst containment in Theorem 3.11 allows to prove that
M(H(cesp1)) M(H(cesp2)):
whenever 1 < p1 < p2 <1. Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2M(H(cesp1)) and take
" > 0 such that 1=q1 + " < 1=q2. Then, since c(M(H(cesp1))) = 1=q1, we
have that 1X
n=1
janjn 1=q2 
1X
n=1
janjn (1=q1) " <1:
Thus, f 2 A1=q2 M(H(cesp2)).
From Proposition 2.21 the positive cones of A1=q and H1(C1=q) coincide.
This fact together with Theorem 3.11 allows to identify the solid core of the
multiplier algebra M(H(cesp)).
Proposition 3.13. Let f 2 M(H(cesp)) with f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s such that
an  0, for n  1. Then f 2 A1=q and
kfkA1=q = kfkM(H(cesp)) = kfkH1(C1=q):
Thus, the positive cones of A1=q, M(H(cesp)) and H1(C1=q) coincide. More-
over, the solid core of M(H(cesp)) is the space A1=q.
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Proof. If f 2M(H(cesp)) is a Dirichlet series with positive coecients, since
M(H(cesp))  H1(C1=q), from Proposition 2.21 we have that f 2 A1=q and
kfkA1=q = kfkH1(C1=q). Then the three norms coincide by Theorem 3.11.
Every solid subspace E ofM(H(cesp)) is a solid subspace of H1(C1=q) and
so, from Proposition 2.21, E  A1=q.
Remark 3.14. (i) The multiplier spaceM(H(cesp)) is a solid space of Dirich-
let series if and only if it coincides with the space A1=q.
(ii) SinceM(H(cesp)) and H1(C1=q) have the same positive cone, in order
to exhibit an example of Dirichlet series inM(H(cesp)) but not in H1(C1=q),
it must be taken into account that it cannot have all their coecients positive.
Theorem 3.11 shows that the situation concerning the multiplier algebra
of H(cesp) is dierent from that of other spaces of Dirichlet series studied
previously in the literature: in this case the multiplier algebra will not coincide
with an algebra of bounded Dirichlet series.
A natural conjecture, motivated by Theorem 3.11, is that
M(H(cesp)) = A1=q; (3.5)
with equality of norms. As explained in the Introduction, this conjecture is to
some extent also motivated by the case of the spaceH(D; cesp), of Taylor series
on the unit disc D of the complex plane with coecients belonging to cesp. It
was proven by Curbera and Ricker that the multiplier spaceM(H(D; cesp)) is
the Wiener algebra of absolutely convergent Taylor series, which is the smallest
algebra inside H(D; cesp) which contains the polynomials, [24, Theorem 3.1],
[25, Theorem 4.1].
The next result is a partial step in the direction of establishing conjecture
(3.5).
Recall from Section 2.2, for r 2 N, the subset of N given by
Nr :=
n
n =
rY
i=1
pii : 1; : : : ; r  0
o
;
where p1; :::; pr denote the rst r prime numbers.
Theorem 3.15. Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s be a multiplier on H(cesp). Suppose
that
an = 0; n 62 Nr:
Then f 2 A1=q and, moreover,
kfkA1=q = kfkM(H(cesp)):
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For the proof of Theorem 3.15 we need the next lemma, which we proof
afterwards. For r 2 N, consider the set
Ir :=

k 2 N : pi . k for all 1  i  r
	
;
where pi . k means that pi is not a divisor of k. Note that Ir \ Nr = f1g.
Dene
Ar :=
rY
i=1

1  1
pi

;
Br := 2
r 1:
Lemma 3.16. Let 0 <  < 1. For all r; n 2 N we have
Ar(n+ 1)
  Br  
nX
k=1
k2Ir
1
k1 
 Arn +Br: (3.6)
Note that Ar(n+ 1)
  Br  0 precisely when n+ 1  (Br=Ar)1=.
Proof of Theorem 3.15. Choose any  satisfying 1=(2q) <  < 1=q. Consider
the sequence b = (bn)
1
n=1 dened by
bn :=

1=n(1 ) if n 2 Ir
0 in other case,
(3.7)
and let g(s) :=
P1
n=1 b

nn
 s.
By Lemma 3.16 we have
kgkpH(cesp) = kbkpcesp =
1X
n=1
1
np
 nX
k=1
jbk j
p
=
1X
n=1
1
np
 nX
k=1
k2Ir
1
k1 
p
 1
p
1X
n=1
1
np

Arn
 +Br
p
 A
p
r
p
1X
n=1
1
np(1 )

1 +
Br
Arn
p
 A
p
r
p
1X
n=1
1
np(1 )

1 +
K
n

;
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where K is a constant, depending solely on p and r, obtained via the mean
value theorem applied to the function (1 + x)p:
1 +
Br
Arn
p
 1 + Br
Arn
max
n
p
 
1 + x
p 1
: 0 < x <
Br
Arn
o
 1 + 1
n
Br
Ar
p

1 +
Br
Ar
p 1
= 1 +
K
n
:
Thus,
kgkpH(cesp) 
Apr
p

(p(1  )) +K(p(1  ) + )

: (3.8)
On other hand, observe that each k 2 N can be written as k = !  with
! 2 Nr and  2 Ir. Then
(a  b)k =
X
jjk
ajb

k
j
=
X
jjk
j2Nr
ajb

k
j
= a!b

 : (3.9)
Indeed, if j 2 Nr is such that jjk, it must then be that jj!. Moreover, if j 6= !
we have that k=j 62 Ir and so bk=j = 0.
Fix m 2 N and consider the set
Nmr :=
n
n =
rY
i=1
pii : 0  i  m for all 1  i  r
o
:
Since ! = !^^, with !; !^ 2 Nr and ; ^ 2 Ir, implies that ! = !^ and  = ^,
it follows that the set
O =
[
!2Nmr
!  Ir
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is a nite union of disjoint sets. Then,
kfgkpH(cesp) = ka  bkpcesp =
1X
n=1
1
np
 nX
k=1
j(a  b)kj
p

1X
n=prmr
1
np
 nX
k=1
k2O
j(a  b)kj
p
=
1X
n=prmr
1
np
 X
!2Nmr
nX
k=1
k2!Ir
j(a  b)kj
p
=
1X
n=prmr
1
np
 X
!2Nmr
bn=!cX
=1
2Ir
j(a  b)! j
p
=
1X
n=prmr
1
np
 X
!2Nmr
ja!j
bn=!cX
=1
2Ir
jb j
p
=
1X
n=prmr
1
np
 X
!2Nmr
ja!j
bn=!cX
=1
2Ir
1
1 
p
:
Note that !  prmr whenever ! 2 Pmr , and so n=!  1 for n  prmr .
In order to apply Lemma 3.16 we restrict to n  n0 := 24qr+2q(m 1)prmr . In
this case, for every ! 2 Nmr , we have
Br!

Ar
=
2r 1!Qr
i=1
 
1  1
pi

 2
r 1!Qr
i=1
1
2
= 22r 1!
 2
2r+(m 1)
2m
prmr
 2
4qr+2q(m 1)
2m
prmr
 n

2m
;
since 1 < 2q, as we are assuming that 1=(2q) <  < 1=q. Consequently
1  Br!

Arn
 1  1
2m
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and, from Lemma 3.16, we have
bn=!cX
=1
2Ir
1
1 
 Ar(b
n
!
c+ 1)

  Br

 Arn

!

1  Br!

Arn

 Arn

!

1  1
2m

:
Then
kfgkpH(cesp) 
1X
n=n0
1
np
 X
!2Nmr
ja!jArn

!

1  1
2m
p


1  1
2m
pApr
p
 1X
n=n0
1
np(1 )
 X
!2Nmr
ja!j
!
p
; (3.10)


1  1
2m
p Apr
p(p(1  )  1)np(1 ) 10
 X
!2Nmr
ja!j
!
p
:
From (3.8) and (3.10) we have
kfkM(H(cesp)) 
kfgkH(cesp)
kgkH(cesp)
=

1  1
2m
 X
!2Nmr
ja!j
!

M()1=p; (3.11)
for
M() 1 :=(p(1  )  1)(24qr+2q(m 1)prmr )p(1 ) 1


(p(1  )) +K(p(1  ) + )

:
Inequality (3.11) holds for every  with 1=(2q) <  < 1=q. Thus, we can take
limit when ! (1=q) . Since p(1  )! p(1  1=q) = 1, it follows that
lim
!(1=q) 
M() = lim
!(1=q) 
(p(1  )  1)(p(1  )) = 1:
Consequently,
kfkM(H(cesp))  lim
!(1=q) 

1  1
2m
 X
!2Nmr
ja!j
!

M()1=p
=

1  1
2m
 X
!2Nmr
ja!j
!1=q

:
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Since the above inequality holds for arbitrary m 2 N, it follows that
kfkM(H(cesp)) 
X
!2Nr
ja!j
!1=q
:
Proof of Lemma 3.16. We x all throughout the proof 0 <  < 1.
We rst establish (3.6) in the case when r; n 2 N satisfy n  pr. In this
case, Ir \ f1; 2; ::; prg = f1g, so we have
nX
k=1
k2Ir
1
k1 
= 1:
The inequalities   Br  Arn + Br establish the right-hand side of (3.6).
For the left-hand side, direct calculation shows, when r = 1, that
Ar(pr + 1)
  Br  :
For r  2 we have
Ar(n+ 1)
  Br 

1  1
2

1  1
3

(pr + 1)
   2r 1
 pr + 1
3
  2r 1
 2
r + 1
3
  2r 1
=
1
3
(1  2r 1) < 0;
where we use that pr  2r. Hence, (3.6) holds when n  pr.
Next we consider the case when n  pr + 1. We will prove it by induction
on r. For r = 1 and n  p1 + 1 = 3 we have to show that
(n+ 1)
2
  1  
nX
k=1
k2I1
1
k1 
 n

2
+ 1: (3.12)
Observe that I1 =

k 2 N : 2 . k	 = k 2 N : k is odd	. Then
nX
k=1
k2I1
1
k1 
=
nX
k=1
1
k1 
 
nX
k=1
k even
1
k1 
=
nX
k=1
1
k1 
  1
21 
bn=2cX
j=1
1
j1 
:
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Since
(n+ 1)   1  
nX
k=1
1=k1   n; n 2 N;
it follows that

nX
k=1
k2I1
1
k1 
 n   1
21 
jn
2
k
+ 1

  1

 n   1
21 
n
2
  1

=
n
2
+
1
21 
 n

2
+ 1:
In a similar way,

nX
k=1
k2I1
1
k1 
  (n+ 1)   1  1
21 
jn
2
k
  (n+ 1)   1  1
21 
n
2
=
 
(n+ 1)   1  n
2
  (n+ 1)   1  (n+ 1)
2
=
(n+ 1)
2
  1:
So (3.12) holds. Consequently, (3.6) holds for r = 1 and all n  1.
For the inductive step, assume that (3.6) holds for a certain r 2 N and all
n  1, we will prove that (3.6) holds for r + 1 and all n  pr+1 + 1.
Observe that
Ir+1 =

k 2 N : pi . k for all 1  i  r + 1
	
=

k 2 N : pi . k for all 1  i  r
	nk 2 N : pr+1jk	
= Irn
 
k 2 N : pr+1jk
	 \ Ir;
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and

k 2 N : pr+1jk
	 \ Ir = jpr+1 : j 2 Ir	. It follows that
nX
k=1
k2Ir+1
1
k1 
=
nX
k=1
k2Ir
1
k1 
 
nX
k=1
k2fjpr+1: j2Irg
1
k1 
=
nX
k=1
k2Ir
1
k1 
  1
p1 r+1
bn=pr+1cX
j=1
j2Ir
1
j1 
:
By the inductive hypothesis, (3.6) holds for r and all n  1. Thus

nX
k=1
k2Ir+1
1
k1 
 Arn +Br   1
p1 r+1

Ar
 j n
pr+1
k
+ 1
  Br
 Arn +Br   1
p1 r+1

Ar
n
pr+1
 Br

= Arn


1  1
pr+1

+Br

1 +
1
p1 r+1

 Arn

1  1
pr+1

+ 2Br
= Ar+1n
 +Br+1:
On the other hand,

nX
k=1
k2Ir+1
1
k1 
 Ar(n+ 1)  Br   1
p1 r+1

Ar
j n
pr+1
k
+Br

 Ar(n+ 1)  Br   1
p1 r+1

Arn

pr+1
+Br

 Ar(n+ 1)  Br   1
p1 r+1

Ar(n+ 1)

pr+1
+Br

= Ar(n+ 1)


1  1
pr+1

 Br

1 +
1
p1 r+1

 Ar(n+ 1)

1  1
pr+1

  2Br:
= Ar+1(n+ 1)
  Br+1:
Therefore is (3.6) established.
Why is it not possible to deduce that M(H(cesp)) = A1=q from the con-
clusion of Theorem 3.15, despite the fact that the result holds for all r 2 N
and the bound obtainedX
n2Nr
janjn 1=q  kfkM(H(cesp))
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is independent of r?
The reason, or at least one of the reasons, lays on the properties of the
multiplier algebraM(H(cesp)) with respect to the coecient-wise order. Con-
sider a multiplier f 2 M(H(cesp)) with f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s. For r 2 N, let
Qr(f) be the Dirichlet series whose coecients are given by
Qr(f)n :=

an n 2 Nr
0 n 62 Nr:
The Dirichlet series Qr(f) satises the condition placed on the coecients
in Theorem 3.15, but, since we do not know that the multiplier algebra
M(H(cesp)) is solid for the coecient-wise order, we cannot guarantee that
Qr(f) is a multiplier on H(cesp). Even if we could prove, for all r 2 N, that
Qr(f) 2M(H(cesp)) and so, Qr(f) 2 A1=q with
kQr(f)kA1=q = kQr(f)kM(H(cesp));
we could neither guarantee that supr kQr(f)kM(H(cesp)) <1. This is why from
Theorem 3.15 we cannot conclude that conjecture (3.5) is true. Note, however,
that if M(H(cesp)) were solid, then by Remark 3.14 we would immediately
have the conjecture (3.5).
It turns out that it is more successful to carefully analyze the proof of
Theorem 3.15, with the aim of removing the restriction that an = 0 for n 62 Nr
for some r 2 N. The key point of the proof of Theorem 3.15 is that the
denition of the sequence b (3.7), allows the critical fact, (3.9), that
k 2 N implies k = ! ; ! 2 Nr;  2 Ir;
and
(a  b)k = a!b :
A dierent denition of the sequence b, (3.14), allows a related critical fact,
(3.16),
(a  b)k = a!h(r);
which leads to the identication of the multiplier space.
Theorem 3.17. For 1 < p <1 and 1=p+ 1=q = 1, we have
M(H(cesp)) = A1=q
with equality of norms.
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Proof. Let f 2 M(H(cesp)) with f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s. Recall that pr denotes
the r-th prime number. Since by the Prime Number Theorem
lim
r!1
pr
r log r
= 1;
for each m 2 N there exists rm 2 N with rm > m such that
1  1
m
 pr
r log r
 1 + 1
m
; for all r  rm;
and so 
1  1
m

r log r  pr 

1 +
1
m

r log r; for all r  rm: (3.13)
For a xed m 2 N, consider the sequence b = (bn)1n=1 dened by
bn :=

h(r) n = pr with r  rm;
0 in other case,
(3.14)
for an appropriate positive function h to be determined later. Let g(s) :=P1
n=1 bnn
 s. Then,
kgkpH(cesp) = kbkpcesp =
1X
n=1
1
np
 nX
k=1
jbkj
p
=
1X
n=prm
1
np
 1X
r=rm
prn
h(r)
p
: (3.15)
Note that for each k = ! pr with ! 2 Pm and r  rm, it follows that
(a  b)k =
X
jjk
ajb k
j
= a!bpr = a!h(r): (3.16)
Indeed, if jjk and j 6= ! we have that k=j 6= pr for all r  rm and so bk=j = 0.
For the value m 2 N xed above, consider the subset of N given by
Pm :=
n rm 1Y
i=1
pii : 0  i  m for all 1  i  rm   1
o
:
Since !pr = !^pr^ with !; !^ 2 Pm and r; r^  rm implies that ! = !^ and pr = pr^,
it follows that the set
Om =
[
!2Pm
!  pr : r  rm	
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is a nite union of disjoint sets. Then, for any nm  pmrm+1rm , we have that
kfgkpH(cesp) = ka  bkpcesp =
1X
n=1
1
np
 nX
k=1
j(a  b)kj
p

1X
n=nm
1
np
 nX
k=1
k2Om
j(a  b)kj
p
=
1X
n=nm
1
np
 X
!2Pm
1X
r=rm
prn!
j(a  b)! pr j
p
=
1X
n=nm
1
np
 X
!2Pm
ja!j
1X
r=rm
prn!
h(r)
p
: (3.17)
Note that !  pmrmrm whenever ! 2 Pm and so n=!  prm for n  nm.
We use the next lemma which will be proved afterwards. Set 1=2q <  <
1=q and
(x) := (x log x); x 2 [1;1):
Note that the derivative 0 of  is positive. Dene h := 0.
Lemma 3.18. There exists xq large enough such that m
m+ 1

   rm log rm  X
r=rm
pr
h(r) 
 m
m  1

(3.18)
whenever rm  xq and   prm. Note that
 
m
m+1
  rm log rm  0 precisely
when rm log rm(1 +
1
m
)  .
Assume that rm  xq. From (3.15) and Lemma 3.18 we have that
kgkpH(cesp) = kbkpcesp 
1X
n=prm
1
np
 nm
m  1
p
=
 m
m  1
p 1X
n=prm
1
np(1 )
(3.19)

 m
m  1
p 1 
p(1  )  1(prm   1)(p(1 ) 1) :
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On the other hand, for nm = 2r
2
mp
mrm+2q
rm , from (3.17) and Lemma 3.18 it
follows that
kfgkpH(cesp) = ka  bkpcesp

1X
n=nm
1
np
 X
!2Pm
ja!j
 nm
!(m+ 1)

   rm log rm!p :
Note, for n  nm and ! 2 Pm, that nm
!(m+ 1)

   rm log rm =  nm
!(m+ 1)

1 
!(m+ 1)rm log rm
nm


 nm
!(m+ 1)

1  1
prm

;
since
!(m+ 1)rm log rm
m
 p
mrm
rm (m+ 1)rm log rm
m
 2r
2
mp
mrm+2q
rm
p2qrm
=
nm
p2qrm
 nm
p1=rm
 n
p1=rm
:
Then,
kfgkpH(cesp) = ka  bkpcesp

1X
n=nm
1
np
 X
!2Pm
ja!j
 nm
!(m+ 1)

1  1
prm
!p
=

1  1
prm
p m
m+ 1
p X
nnm
1
np(1 )
 X
!2Pm
ja!j
!
!p
(3.20)


1  1
prm
p m
m+ 1
p 1 
p(1  )  1n(p(1 ) 1)m
 X
!2Pm
ja!j
!
!p
:
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From (3.19) and (3.20) it follows that
kfkpM(H(cesp)) 
ka  bkpcesp
kbk2ces2

 
1  1
prm
p  m
m+ 1
p 1
(p(1  )  1)n(p(1 ) 1)m
 X
!2Pm
ja!j
!
!p
  m
m  1
p 1
(p(1  )  1)(prm   1)(p(1 ) 1)
=
(prm   1)p(2 ) 1
pprm
m  1
m+ 1
p 1
n
(p(1 ) 1)
m
 X
!2Pm
ja!j
!
!p
Taking limit as ! (1=q)  we have
kfkpM(H(cesp)) 
(prm   1)p
pprm
m  1
m+ 1
p=q X
!2Pm
ja!j
!1=q
!p
:
Finally, making m!1 we conclude
kfkpM(H(cesp)) 
 X
!2N
ja!j
!1=q
!p
:
Proof of Lemma 3.18. The left-hand side of (3.18) is m
m+ 1

   rm log rm  X
r=rm
pr
h(r);
for h := 0 where (x) := (x log x) on [1;1). Since h is positive, it follows
that the inequality holds trivially when its left-hand side is negative, that
is, when rm log rm(1 +
1
m
) > . Thus, we only have to consider the case
when rm log rm(1 +
1
m
)  , that is, when m  , where we denote m :=
rm log rm(1 +
1
m
). Note, by (3.13), that prm  m.
Let W be the Lambert function on (0;1) dened by W (x)eW (x) = x.
Then
x
W (x)
log
 x
W (x)

= x: (3.21)
We rst show thatj
m
m+1
W (
m
m+1 )
k
X
r=rm
h(r) 
X
r=rm
pr
h(r) 
j
m
m 1
W (
m
m 1 )
k
X
r=rm
h(r) (3.22)
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whenever   prm , for the right-hand inequality, and   m, for the left-hand
inequality.
Consider the right-hand inequality of (3.22). For each r  rm such that
pr  , by (3.13) and (3.21), we have that
r log r  m
m  1 =
m
m  1
W
 m
m  1
 log
0B@
m
m  1
W
 m
m  1

1CA :
Since x log x is an increasing injective function on [1;1), it follows that
r 
m
m  1
W
 m
m  1
 :
Hence, the right-hand inequality of (3.22) holds.
Consider now the left-hand inequality of (3.22). For each r satisfying
r 
m
m+ 1
W
 m
m+ 1
 ;
from (3.13) and (3.21) we have that
pr  r log r

1 +
1
m


m
m  1
W
 m
m  1
 log
0B@
m
m  1
W
 m
m  1

1CA1 + 1
m

=
m
m+ 1

1 +
1
m

= 
and so the left-hand inequality of (3.22) holds. Note that rm  mm+1

W ( m
m+1
)
if and only if m  .
Let xq be suciently large so that h is decreasing on [xq;1). Such value
xq exists. Indeed,
h(x) = 0(x) = (x log x) 1(log x+ 1)
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and so
h0(x) = (  1)(x log x) 2(log x+ 1)2 + (x log x) 1 1
x
= (x log x) 2

(  1)(log x+ 1)2 + x log x
x

= (x log x) 2(log x+ 1)2

  1 + log x
(log x+ 1)2

 (x log x) 2(log x+ 1)2
 1
q
  1 + log x
(log x+ 1)2

:
Since limx!1 log x(log x+1) 2 = 0 and 1=q  1 < 0, there exists xq such that
h0(x)  0 for all x  xq   1.
Then, for every M  N  xq it follows that
MX
r=N
h(r) 
MX
r=N
Z r
r 1
h(x) dx
=
Z M
N 1
h(x) dx
= (M)  (N   1)
 (M)
and
MX
r=N
h(r) 
MX
r=N
Z r+1
r
h(x) dx
=
Z M+1
N
h(x) dx
= (M + 1)  (N):
Hence, from (3.22), we have

 m
m+1
W ( m
m+1
)

+ 1

  (rm) 
1X
r=rm
pr
h(r)  
 m
m 1
W ( m
m 1)

(3.23)
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whenever rm  xq and whenever   prm , for the right-hand inequality, and
  m, for the left-hand inequality. From (3.21) we have

 m
m 1
W ( m
m 1)

 
 m
m 1
W ( m
m 1)

=
 
m
m 1
W ( m
m 1)
log
 m
m 1
W ( m
m 1)
!
=
 m
m  1

;
and, similarly,

 m
m+1
W ( m
m+1
)

+ 1

 
 m
m+1
W ( m
m+1
)

=
 m
m+ 1

;
it follows that m
m+ 1

   rm log rm  X
r=rm
pr
h(r) 
 m
m  1

;
that is, (3.18) holds.
As a consequence of Theorem 3.17, we can describe the solid core of the
multiplier algebra of H([C; `p]).
Proposition 3.19. The space A1=q is the solid core of M(H([C; `p])).
Proof. From Proposition 3.9 we have that A1=q  M(H([C; `p])). Let E be a
solid subspace of M(H([C; `p])). For every f(s) = P1n=1 ann s 2 E , taking
h(s) :=
P1
n=1 janjn s 2 E  M(H([C; `p])), by Proposition 3.10, it follows
that h 2M(H(cesp)) = A1=q and so f 2 A1=q. Then, E  A1=q.
3.4 Further facts on multipliers on H(cesp)
We study the compactness of the multipliers on H(cesp). It turns out that
there is no other compact multiplier than zero.
Theorem 3.20. Let f 2M(H(cesp)). Suppose that the operator
g 2 H(cesp) 7!Mf (g) := fg 2 H(cesp)
is compact. Then f = 0.
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Proof. Consider the sequence fm1=qm sg1m=1 in H(cesp). It is bounded as, for
m  2, we have that
km1=qm skH(cesp) = m1=qkemkcesp
= m1=q
 1X
n=m
1
np
1=p
 m1=q
 1
(p  1)(m  1)p 1
1=p
=
m1=q
(p  1)1=p(m  1)1=q
 2
1=q
(p  1)1=p :
Then, there exists a subsequence fm1=qk m sk g1k=1 such that fMf (m1=qk m sk )g1k=1
converges to some g 2 H(cesp). For s0 2 C1=q, since the point evaluation s0
is bounded on H(cesp), we have
s0

Mf (m
1=q
k m
 s
k )

   !
k!1
s0(g) = g(s0):
On the other hand,
s0

Mf (m
1=q
k m
 s
k )

= f(s0)m
1=q s0
k    !
k!1
0:
Thus, g = 0. Hence, fMf (m1=qk m sk )g1k=1 converges to zero in the norm of
H(cesp).
We estimate from below kMf (m1=qk m sk )kH(cesp) = m1=qk kMf (m sk )kH(cesp).
Let f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s. We have seen in the proof of Proposition 3.4 that
kMf (m s)kpH(cesp) = km sfk
p
H(cesp)
=
1X
j=1
 jX
i=1
jaij
p (j+1)m 1X
n=jm
1
np
:
Since
(j+1)m 1X
n=jm
1
np
 m 
(j + 1)m  1p  m(j2m)p ;
it follows that
kMf (m s)kpH(cesp) 
m
(2m)p
1X
j=1
1
jp
 jX
i=1
jaij
p
=
m
(2m)p
kfkpH(cesp):
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Then,
kMf (m1=qk m sk )kH(cesp)  m1=qk
m
1=p
k
2mk
kfkH(cesp) =
1
2
kfkH(cesp):
Taking k !1 we have that kfkH(cesp)  0 and so, f = 0.
We end this chapter discussing how \close" is the space H(cesp) to its
multiplier algebra M(H(cesp)), which we know from Theorem 3.17 that it is
the space A1=q. Let us rst note that A1=q  H(cesp). Indeed, in other case
the point evaluation at s0 = 1=q, 1=q, which belongs to the dual space of A1=q,
belong to the dual space of H(cesp). This would imply that (n 1=q)1n=1 2 d(q)
(see (2.2) in Section 2.1), that is, (n 1=q)1n=1 2 `q, which is a contradiction.
The multiplier algebra M(H(cesp)) is \close" to H(cesp) in the sense
shown by the following example. For f 2 H(cesp) with f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s
and " > 0, set
fa(")(s) :=
1X
n=1
ann
 "n s:
Proposition 2.12 shows that a(H(cesp)) = 1=q. Then
1X
n=1
jann "j
n1=q
=
1X
n=1
janj
n1=q+
<1;
Consequently, fa(") 2 A1=q = M(H(cesp)), that is, fa(") is a multiplier on
H(cesp).
The question arises: For which sequences (bn)
1
n=1 it is the case that
P1
n=1 anbnn
 s
is a multiplier on H(cesp) whenever
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 H(cesp)?
Theorem 3.21. Let ' : [1;1) ! R be a bounded dierentiable function
satisfying
1X
n=1
max
nxn+1
'0(x)  '(x)qx
 <1: (3.24)
For every f 2 H(cesp) with f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s, consider the Dirichlet series
fa(')(s) :=
1X
n=1
an'(n)n
 s:
Then fa(') 2 A1=q, and so fa(') is a multiplier on H(cesp).
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Proof. For N  1, set AN := ja1j+ : : :+ jaN j and A0 := 0. Abel's summation
formula gives
NX
n=1
an'(n)n1=q
 = NX
n=1
(An   An 1) j'(n)j
n1=q
=
AN j'(N)j
N1=q
+
N 1X
n=1
An
 j'(n)j
n1=q
  j'(n+ 1)j
(n+ 1)1=q

:
Since ' is dierentiable, j'(n)jn1=q   j'(n+ 1)j(n+ 1)1=q
  '(n)n1=q   '(n+ 1)(n+ 1)1=q

 max
nxn+1
 ddx'(x)x 1=q

= max
nxn+1
'0(x)x 1=q   1q'(x)x 1=q 1

 max
nxn+1
n 1=q
'0(x)  '(x)qx

Thus,
NX
n=1
an'(n)n1=q
  AN j'(N)jN1=q +
NX
n=1
An
n1=q
 max
nxn+1
'0(x)  '(x)qx
 :
Recall that, according to Proposition 2.2, the growth of the sequence a 2
cesp is restrained by
lim
n!1
1
n1=q
nX
k=1
jakj = 0:
It follows that the sequence (Ann
 1=q)1n=1 is bounded by a constant K > 0,
and AN'(N)N
 1=q ! 0 as N !1, since ' is bounded. Then
1X
n=1
jan'(n)j
n1=q
 K
1X
n=1
max
nxn+1
'0(x)  '(x)qx
 <1:
Example 3.22. For '(x) := log  x, for  > 1 with  > 1 considered on
[2;1), we have
max
nxn+1
'0(x)  '(x)qx
   + 1=qn log n; n  2:
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Thus, we are in the conditions of Proposition 3.21, and so for every
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2
H(cesp) we have that
1X
n=2
an
log n
n s
is a multiplier on H(cesp).
Remark 3.23. Proposition 3.21 can alternatively be viewed as follows: under
condition (3.24) the sequence ('(n))1n=1 is a multiplier sequence from H(cesp)
into A1=q, in the sense that
1X
n=1
an'(n)n
 s 2 A1=q for each
1X
n=1
ann
 s 2 H(cesp):

Chapter 4
The Cesaro operator acting on
Dirichlet series
We end this memoire with a brief comment concerning the Cesaro averag-
ing operator C on sequences,
a = (an)
1
n=1 2 CN 7 ! C(a) :=

1
n
nX
k=1
ak
1
n=1
2 CN:
The aim is to study the Cesaro operator when acting on dierent spaces of
Dirichlet series via their sequence of coecients,
f(s) =
1X
n=1
ann
 s 7 ! C(f)(s) :=
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
ak

n s; s 2 C: (4.1)
For example, Hardy's inequality for p = 2,
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
jakj
2
< 4
1X
n=1
janj2;
can be interpreted as asserting that C maps H into H boundedly,
kC(f)kH  2kfkH; f 2 H:
In fact, the construction of the sequence space ces2 guarantees that C maps
H(ces2) into H boundedly,
kC(f)kH  kfkH(ces2); f 2 H(ces2):
What happens, for example, for the spaces Hp, 1  p < 1, dened
by Bayart, in the case when p 6= 2? For studying this last question (and
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other similar ones) we present an integral formula for the action of the Cesaro
operator on Dirichlet series analogous to the classical integral formula available
for the action of the Cesaro operator on Taylor series, see (4.2) below. The
deduction of such formula is shown in (4.5) and (4.6) below. Unfortunately,
the study was not continued further.
Formula for the Cesaro operator acting on Taylor series
The Cesaro operator acting on the space H(D) of analytic functions on the
open unit disk D is C : H(D)! H(D), dened by
f(z) =
1X
n=0
anz
n 7 ! C(f)(z) :=
1X
n=0

1
n+ 1
nX
k=0
ak

zn; z 2 D:
Indeed, if the Taylor series for f denes an analytic function on D, then the
Taylor series for C(f) also denes an analytic function on D.
For f(z) =
P1
n=0 anz
n 2 H(D) and z0 2 D, we have that
1X
n=0

1
n+ 1
nX
k=0
ak

zn0 =
1X
k=0
ak
1X
n=k
zn0
n+ 1
=
1
z0
1X
k=0
ak
1X
n=k
zn+10
n+ 1
=
1
z0
1X
k=0
ak
1X
n=k
Z z0
0
n d
=
1
z0
Z z0
0
1X
k=0
ak
1X
n=k
n d
=
1
z0
Z z0
0
1
1  
1X
k=0
ak
k d:
Then, we arrive to the integral expression
C(f)(z0) = 1
z0
Z z0
0
f()
1   d; z0 2 D; (4.2)
which has many applications in the study of the Cesaro operator.
Formula for the Cesaro operator on Dirichlet series
We look for an integral formula similar to (4.2) for the Cesaro operator acting
on Dirichlet series in the sense of (4.1). First note, for  > maxfa(f); 0g,
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that
1X
n=1
 1n
nX
k=1
ak
n   1X
n=1
1
n1+
nX
k=1
jakj
=
1X
k=1
jakj
1X
n=k
1
n1+
 ja1j

1 +
1


+
1

1X
k=2
jakj
(k   1)
 ja1j

1 +
1


+
2

1X
k=2
jakj
k
<1:
Then, a(C(f))  maxfa(f); 0g. In particular C : D ! D, as a(f)  1 +
c(f) (Theorem 1.12).
Following a suggestion by Prof. Juan Arias de Reyna, we will use the
Perron-Landau formulae: for c; x > 0
1
2i
Z c+i1
c i1
xs
s
ds =
8<:
0 if x < 1;
1=2 if x = 1;
1 if x > 1;
where for x = 1 the integral is a Cauchy principal value, see [36, Theorem G,
p. 75].
For a Dirichlet series f(s) =
P1
n=1 ann
 s 2 D, c > maxfa(f); 0g and
x > 0, the Perron-Landau formula givesX
n<x
an =
1
2i
Z c+i1
c i1
f(s)
xs
s
ds (4.3)
when x 62 N and X
n<x
an +
ax
2
=
1
2i
p.v.
Z c+i1
c i1
f(s)
xs
s
ds (4.4)
when x 2 N.
Then, via formula (4.3), for s0 2 Cc and 0 < r < 1, we have that
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
ak

n s0 =
1X
n=1
1
n1+s0
X
k<n+r
ak
=
1
2i
1X
n=1
1
n1+s0
Z c+i1
c i1
f(s)
(n+ r)s
s
ds
=
1
2i
Z c+i1
c i1
f(s)
 1X
n=1
(n+ r)s
ns0+1

ds
s
:
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We arrive to
C(f)(s0) = 1
2i
Z c+i1
c i1
f(s)
 1X
n=1
(n+ r)s
ns0+1

ds
s
(4.5)
whenever <(s0) > c > maxfa(f); 0g and 0 < r < 1.
We can follow the same steps using (4.4) instead of (4.3), to obtain, for
s0 2 Cc,
1X
n=1

1
n
nX
k=1
ak

n s0 =
1X
n=1
1
n1+s0
X
k<n
ak +
an
2

+
1
2
1X
n=1
an
n1+s0
=
1
2i
1X
n=1
1
n1+s0
p.v.
Z c+i1
c i1
f(s)
ns
s
ds+
1
2
1X
n=1
an
n1+s0
=
1
2i
p.v.
Z c+i1
c i1
f(s)
 1X
n=1
ns
ns0+1

ds
s
+
1
2
1X
n=1
an
n1+s0
:
We arrive to
C(f)(s0) = 1
2i
p.v.
Z c+i1
c i1
f(s)
 1X
n=1
ns
ns0+1

ds
s
+
f(1 + s0)
2
(4.6)
whenever <(s0) > c > maxfa(f); 0g.
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